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Holland City News
VOL.

NO.

XII.—

HOLLAND,

39.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

3,

WHOLE

1883.

(OFFICIAL. |

§oU»ttdi (Sity geuisi.

THAT HACKING COUGH can be ao quickly
Druga, Mcdicinea Palnta, Olla, etc.; ProprletorofDr. cured by Hhlloh’a Cure. Wo guaranteeit. Sold
by D. K. Mecnga.
W. VanDhn BaBo’BFamllyMedlcincB; Hirer St.
\7AN PUTTEN, W«., Dealer In

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint?Shiloh’s Vitallzer is guaranteed to

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. WA^S&D^5pVriinW,!.1«
OFFICE: No. W EIORTH STREET.

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS.

i

CO., Deal era Jn all
kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Alt

For the HollandCUy

VAN PUTTEN

G„ A SONS

V

at six months.

T.

Holland, Oct. 29,

New:

A

SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure

O.

1

\J

-

1
3

%#

-

-

1

to flour before it is shipped, thereby effect-

ing

,

class.

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.. Two XX signifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.

_

TJAVERKATE,G.

J., Livery and Boarding
stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

Hotel.

_

11

°Jvlf ’n.w.'

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), whew
advertising contracts may be made for It in NEW

VTIBBELINK, J.

Mut

33-t f

Hirkiti.

J^UITE, J., Dealerln all kinds

of meats and
vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.

VAN DER HAAR,

U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

V

Chicago & West Michigan Bailway.

§nhectisrmfnt.i

Manufactories,Mllli, Chop*, Etc.

DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

to Holland.

¥

p.m. a.m.

m.

a.

m.

>.

a.

m.

n.

20 11 10 ...Holland ..... 3 25 8 15

10131) 9

1

m.

515

3 10 7 30 4 53

10 55 10 00 11 30 Ku«t Saugatuck

Proprietors
Steam Saw and Flour

(

RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.

Farmers and

P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Corinth and River streets.

06

2 20 5 52 3 55

11 57 11 55 12 85 ..Gd. Junction..

VV

2 15 3 30 2 35 ...8t. Joseph...12 55 8 10 2 15

7 30

m.

A.

p.

OTKGKNGA, A.

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. OiUce Zeeland,Michigan. 9-ly

O

to Holland.
a.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

t5 25 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 10 9 20 io 20

538 8 40 337 ....Zeeland ..... 10 45 840 10 10

600

DEBT,

R.

Physicianand Surgeon, can be

B.,

13

found in his office, on River street,next door
to D. R. Meengs,drug store.

m.

From Grd. Rapids

From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a m. a.m.

9 35 3 57

Hudson vllle... 10 27 •740 9 40

..

10

00 6 35 t9 00

H* IQ. a. ni.

p.m.

Physician and Surgeon;
or to G.
office at the drug store of BchepersA bchlphorst; is prepared at all limes, day or night, to

O

id to "calls.”
attenc

m.

t

IP-

TJIGGINS,

325

45 3 25 10 55 ....Holland. ...

620

1 53 9 50

30G 1 31

3 50 11 15 ...West Olive..

.....

H.

ED.

Van

4

7 10

74T 5

m

p.

11

4ft

..Grand Haven.

2

3-

11

5.1

...Ferrysburg..

2 2C

10

12 21

.

.

.

Muskegon

.

3ft

1 5( 12 2

.

p.m

p.m

p.

to
Allegan.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m. p. m
a.m. ip. m.
a 25 ........ Holland ....... 11 05 2 00
8 20

we

cells are

the layers of tissue which

been occupied in California, bringing in-

the muscle

10 15

1) 15 12 40

440

Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
50 12 00 14,at7*’clock. sharp.
O. Bbitman. W.M.
a.m. p.m.
D.L. BoYD.tfsc’v.

....... ..Allegaa

.....

..

1 15

Runs dally, all other trains daily except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.

paM.

<®ur

THE FAST

TRAIN: -Leaves Grand Rapids at
p.ra.; leave Holland at 2:00; Grand Junction, 2:55; Bangor, 3;10; St. Joseph 4ffi0; New
Buffalo.4:55; arrivesin Chicago 7 80 Liavbs CmFroduoe.Eto.
oaoo.8 40 p. m.; New Buffalo, 7:23; St. Joseph, (Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
8:10; Bangor, 9:00; Grand Junction. 9:10; Hol1 00
$ 75
land, 10:00; and arrlyet in Grand Rapids at 10:45. Apples, JB bushel .................
1 50
Bosns, W bushel.. .....
.......
20
Butter, $1 lb .....................1®
20
Eggs, V down ........... ..........
18
Honey, V A .................
ioe
Onions, V bushels ...............
40
Potatoes, V bushel ................
85 ©,•'
..

iMineM pectoty.

.....

_

Attoraiy*.

relaxation, therefore,becomes gieater

Claim Agent, Attorney and

(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, V bushel
t
Bran, A 100 As.

.............
I

no

<5
85

1 15

“4 50
will be promptly attended

to.

1 25

50

9-ly

Flour, V brt.. .............
Fine Corn Meal V 100 to .
Feed, *
• ••oaoaaaaa
f 100 A ....
TJBACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, ana
8 00
•aoooo ••
dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Hieh- Hay, « ton ........
• • ••••••••!
eat market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Middling, * 100
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 Oats. » bushel ... • •••••a •••• •••• •
.
____ _ . |MOO !)•••• aaa« »••• a a
Pearl Barley,
OOOO •••
• 00
1411..
Rye V bn«h
............
Sn|i aad KedieiiM.
Timothy Seed, V bushel.
TY>B8BURG, J. O. Dealer In Drugs and Medl- Wheat, whits V bushel ........ .
..........
oinas, Paints aad Oils, Brashes, Ac. Pky- Red
LanoastarRod, V baahel.
preseripttonscarefullypat np. Eighth St.
Conmliiloa Mirohi&t.

unsurpassedin

this city.

"

ton Ji

13

900

A

^

^

A

Fults “

1

my Stock. Watches
aad Clocks repaired on

in end see

eoo
45
1 50
1 06

•

i

This mill building will be 148

and

158

feet,

feet

by

with seven storiesiaggregating

100 feet in height, while the elevator, 83
feet by 179 feet, is to be capable of storing

explains why the alcohol drinker 10,000 tons of wheat. The outside walls
tissues, while the

muscu- heavy buttresses,rising over tho

artificial

walls.

a vast

number of

The

floors above the first story

It consists will be carried

littlesacs or

bladder

pillars,

by clustersof

13 feet apart.

The

five

wooden

engines and

composed of a thin miters are iu a separate structure, the
transparent membrane forming a closed power provided for milling purposes bo*
cavity in which oily matter is contained. ing 2,400 horse power, and for the eleThese sacs are grouped into masses or vator 800 horse power. The ultimate calobules of different shapes and sizes and pacity of the mill will be 6,000 barrels of
when highly magnifiedlook like heaps of flour per day, but it will be started with

like vessels, each

cotton bags interlaced with a delicate net- machinery for turning ont 2.500 barrels
work of blood vessels and nerves. Under per day. Agents of the company are now
in Europe inspecting all the best mailing
the name of adipose tissue, they fill up the

processes.

machinery and
V
The docks, to be covered by two-story
like soft cushions placed under the skin to warehouses, are in two sections, having
an open slip 104 feet in width between
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH. protect the neighboringparts from injury. them. The eastern dock section will have
H. WYKHUYSEN. Now the well known effect of alcohol is to an area of 115,000 square feet, and the
Holland. Mich.. Oct 94,
94-lv increasethe oily secretions which form western section one of 256,800 square feet,
the coutentsof the sacs. This acts on and both are to be traversed bv railway
lines In connection with the railroad systissue so as to produce what is technically
tem of the
' .
known as "fatty degeneration”or un- From this account ao idea will be
LEVERINGS' ROUSTED COFFEE healthy deposltB of particles of oily mat gained of the extent of the enterprise
tar. This often accumulates around the which Messrs. Starr & Co. are Inaugurating, and the magnitudeof the trade In
heart, the largest muscle, and the drinker
which they are engaged, and which they
dies from what is called heart disease, but are making sack great exertions to keep.
ONLY ISOLD IN POUND PACKAGES.
what science recognizes as deposits of al
Excited Thousands.
coholizedtissue.
spaces between the cellulartissue acting

‘

1882.
TO COFFEE DRINKERS

State.

THE BOSS COFFEE.

—

Always Full Weight!

All over the land are going Into ecstasy
over Dr. King’s new discovery for con-

place sometimes In corpses, the tissues

changing after long burial into a kind of
sumption. Their unlooked for recovery
waxy fat called “grave wax” or adipocere by the timely use of this great life-saving

10 BLAZON

Oft

VAIKSB ABBOT R!

»
80

.

i

•

Come

525
1 40
22 30
1 25

ol

portion.

of

stock of

sold at low prices.

IS

drain, Feed, Eto.

River street.

!

short notice.

1:15.

XJ. Notary Public;

My

ago.

lessens the time during

lar power is weakened iu the same pro- stone piers, and connected with curtain

my

f

inter-

often looks so plump, owing to the en- of the great building will bo formed of

full line of

Particular attention is called to the fact
ARaouLAnCommunication of Unity Lodqk,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. willbe held at Masonic Hall that all
goods are first class and are

• Mixed trains,

TTOWARD.M. D.,

and

But again, examine the fat.

is

4 17

p.m. p.m.

ou hand a

F. & A. x.

10 80

the

alcohol weakens this contractile power of

-^SILVERWARE =

a on

in

mortar between courses of to extensive and succesfuluse the artistoue or brick, developes and enlarges. ficial stoue invented by bis father, Mr.
Now it is found by actual experiment that Frederick Ransome, a number of years

Spectacles

William Baumqartxl, R. S.

fill

the tissues are enlarged and developed.

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepondentOnler
of Odd Fellowa, holde Us regular meetings at Odd
Fellowsllall,Holland, Mich., onTuesday Evening

^ ^

This portion of the work,

ties.

which will cost $50,000, is being done by

Mr. Ernest L. Ransome, who has long

largementof the

.

quake

When

the bundles of fibre are thus lengthened,

Silverware, Platedware,

1 30

10 85

8 50

lengthenedand narrowed.

which it continues tense. The period

Mich.

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordiaHyinvited

laid

for Instance at the elbow by transversely through and through the conWhen the crete above the arches to servo as earth-

see,

tension ceases, the muscle relaxes and the

Gold and Plated Chains.

H., dealer In Watchee, Clocke,
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar etreete,Holland
24-1 y.

I. 0. Of 0. F.

being already in position,

bending it forcibly upward.

\X7YKHUYSEN,

9 35

JU

Sons’ store.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,

t8 15

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

10 50

comes tense and swells out under the skin,

and heavy wire cables are being

140,000

stices, like

and Eliihth Street.

m.|p.m.

There will be

the greater part

8 50

1 it

ele-

widened or bulged out. The muscle be-

Supt.

-dealer in-

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jewekr, and Solid
dealer in Fancy Goode; Corner of Market

VV

of the mill and

cubic feet in the piers, arches, and floors,

WYKHUYSEN

I also keep

From Holland

910

&

artificial stone floor

square feet area.

as

9 00

1 0r

fibrilsare

contracts and the cells are shortenedand

Jewelry and Clocks. This

2ft

m

VER 8CHURE,

Putteu

11

7 00 4

These

do its work of causing motion, the muscle

B. P. the leading Photographer,Gallory opposite this office.

XI

_

m p.m

superstructure of urtifleial stone piers and

closed in a membranous sheath. When vator is laid over the arches and fofms a
the will speaks to any muscle telling it to monolithic platform of nearly 50,000

Witohei aad Jivilry.
Hollar d.

found under ihe micro-

one of these fibrils is a chain of cells en-

Phtogrtphir.

From Muskegon
to

_

\I ANTING, A. G., Physician and Burgeon;
IVl office at GraafrcbapVillage,Allegancounty,
Mich. Office hoars from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
from Holland to
Muskegon.
a.m.ip. m a. m.

1

QOHIPHORST,L.

615 10 15 4 06 ....Grandvillc...’.0 15 7 10 9 20
035 10 40 4 25 ..Grand Rapids..
a.m. a. m. p. m.

is

bound together nt tho base, and standing 18 feet apart
of
several
hundred from center to center, are built upon the
We will buy all ihe Stave nud Heading
Holts you cun make and deliver the year each, separated by their layers of cellular rock, and are connected by groined
round, viz:
tissue, resemblingthe most delicate net- arches, standing some 4 feet clear above
Oak Stave Holts, 30 inches long.
work. These bundles are again united in- high water level, which hns an open pasWhite Ash Stave Holts. 30 inches long.
to still lamer ones and so on. Now each sage under them, between the piers. The
Elm Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
allel.

10

1

about

small Abies laid side by side running par- 200, averagingfrom 5 feet to 8 feet square

Black Ash Stave Bolls, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Holts 38 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
IT' REMERS, 1C., Physician anil Surgeon. Kesl10 00
tv dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
6 50 ....Chicago ..... 900
a.m. a.m. p. m. street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A
m. p. m.
For making contracts or further inBangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly

3 40 6 00 3 45 ..New Buffalo.. II 55 1 10

summer drinking from

into small bundles

Physicians.
50 3 15 2 25 .BentonHarbor. I 05 3 20 2 20

1

advantage, as by aid of a new machinery
and the best systems of milling a far
greater and belter yield can be obtained
than by the more antiquated methods

scope to consist of a great number of very arches. The piers, of which there will be

Woodsmen.

2 02 5 20 3 35

20 12 35 12 53

12

ihe lean meat,

YI7ILM8,

Notary Public*.
11

labor, and of turning tho wheat to Ihe best

The muscles are over 400 in number. eight story mill and elevator building,
The muscular substance, commonly called about 150 feet by 300 feet, roared upon a

yAN

20 11 45 New Richmond. 3 00 7 15 4 43

10

ATTENTION

of Ptugger MUlt;
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Mix- Nl’t
Mail.
ed. Sxp.

age of employing a large amount of local

and other tissues which cover Ihe frame- ruptly on the northernand western edges.
Upon this reef there is being erected an
work of bones. A word as lo each.

1883.

From Chicago

freight.

the additional advant-

two miles below Porta Costa, and
two to four gallons of porter daily” and fronting the town of Crockett, to carry
A good farm consisting of 250 acres, 17(
ofteu more. Now in these and similar out this plan, the spot they have chosen
acres improved land with fruit ol all kinds
on the premises. The land is located cases is the flesh healthy ? Is It such as being available for tho largest ocean
steamships, while it is sufficiently sheltered
about 4 miles northwest of this city. Wil
to sustain the qonslaut wear and tear o
be sold on easy terms. Inquire at the life or does it under any unusual strain for the river barges from the iuleiior to
News Office, or of James Cornford, at
collapseand shrivel up like an inflated approach It with safety.
the place.
At the situ of the mill the shore curves
Holland, Mich., Aug. 7, ’83. 27-3m balloon that has burst? Let us probe it
inward, leaving a flat rock reef mostly '
that we may get the verdict of science.
Flesh is compoaed of the muscles, fat bare at low water, but sloping off abdrloks, “often in

For Sale.

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

il

it

call.1883.

|)OONE H„ Livery .....
-----13 and barn on Marketstreet.Everythingfirst-

a saving of 20 per cent in

This carries with

ing, fleshy John Bull. Like his horses
will make new clothes to order, repair old
and dray he is often of enormous size and which still to a great extent prevail here.
clothes, and renovate and clean clothes,
making them appear like new. Give me seemingly powerful muscular develop Messrs. Starr & Co. are now building au
a
W.VORST. ment. There is probably no class of day immense flour mill and wheat elevator on
Holland, June 5,
18laborers who make freer use of alcoholic the south shore of the Straits of Carquinez,

LlviryanlSala SUblu.

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Unes,$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wbitout charge for subscribers.

• TOWNS.

Oigantio Flour Kill in California.

arising the practice of reducingtho grain

Wm.

Mich.

ahangea.

From Holland
to Chicago.
Nl’t Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.

1888.

---

Read the Fact.

HOTEL.

O

26,

ROMEYN BECK.

lessening the cost of transportthere is

WHOOPING

Taking Effect, Wednesday,Sept.

Re-

later,

flesh. Not many years ago, It was quite every effort to maintain their footing, and
among other devices, says Engineering, for

is

*

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

YORK.

pm.

moments

,

sold by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
common to put convalescentson a course
job PBlHTING PromDUy am Nsally Eiecntei /~1ITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons.Pro- Sold by D. R. Meengs.
only Ml
first-classIloteHn
Y_/ prietors.
JMIUlUin.The VUSJ
- the
of lager, that the system might be built
cltr. Is located in the business center of the town,
SHILOH’S VITAL1ZER Is what yon need for up, such was the phrase, and those little
and hns one of the largest and best sample rooms
Consumption,
Loss
and
r«l III I'WIVSUt
C O of Appetite,Dirtiness
--- --in the State. Free bus in connection with the Hoallslymptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents innocentlooking, iron-hooped kegs were
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 centrfor tel. Holland, Mich.
10-ly
per bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Aral insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent
carried into thousands of cellarsas reguinsertionfor any period under three mouths.
CROUP,
COUGH
and
Bronchitis larly as coal to the bin or wood to the
8 M. I 1 r.
8 M.
immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’sCure. Sold by pile. Often the regimen succeeded ap350 500 8 00
1 Square
D. R. Meengs.
800 10 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
5 00
parently and flesh was put on the bones.
“
800 10 00 17 00
“
Take another case where the same effect
10 00 17 00 25 00 OGOTT’
14 Column
W. P. Scott, proprietor.
17 (« 25 00 40 00
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
appears to follow. The London draymau
Vorit,
the
Tailor,
has
removed
his
65
00
40
00
23 00
::
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.35 per day. Good accommodations can always be relied on. Holland, business to No. 13 River street,formerly is usually the type of a fresh, hearty-lookYearly advertisers have the privilege of three
occupied by Zahn the harness maker. I
8-lJ

THIS PA PERPCwT*

a few

he found him in a dying state.

Ho. 2— Does Alcohol make Healthy Flesh!

secured by Shiloh’s catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
cents. Nasal Injectorfree. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Hotel*.

&T

man

appeared

The competitionof India and Russia in
Malt liquors, such as beer, ale, porter
FOR LAME BACK, Side or Chest use Shiloh’s
General Dealers
the western European wheat markets is
<ftc.
are
often
recommended
and
somePorous
Plaster.
Price
25
cents.
Sold
by
D.
R.
In Drr Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hats
and Caps, Flour, Prorisions,etc. ; Rirer street. Meengs.
times prescribedby physiciansto give causing the merchants of California to use

paid at three months, and $2.00 if

.

with the lancet to let out the
turning to the

Clerk.

CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath

General Sealers.

:

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if

*

wound, which

place in the

IV

Carpets, CofRna, Picture Frarae«,etc.: Hirer st.

paid

trifling. Aa usual the abscess was opened

m

jyjEYER,
BROUWER
A
1
t 1IIVWU
fr

Editor and PublUher.

Term* of Subscription

Holland, Mich., Oct. 80, 1883.
At an adjournedmeetingof the Common Council the following members were present, via:
Alderman Beukema, Kramer, Werktnan,and the

There not being a Quorum presentadjournedto
SLEELPE8S NIGHTS, made miserable by that Tuesday 7:30, p. m., November 6th, 1883.
GEO. U. S1PP.
Clerk.
terriblecough. Shiloh's Cure is the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

runltun.

an injury In his finger from a

small splinter. Suppuration had taken

cure you. Bold by D. R. Meengs.

inesa.

608.

Common Council

Pcrrumerica. Hirer atreet.

weekly”newspaper.

a

suffered

NO.

ALWAYS GIVES SATISFACTION.

The above is Illustrated by a remark- remedy, causes them to go nearly wild in
able case taken from the professional note its praise. It is guaranteed to positively
cure severe Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Hay
book of Sir Astley Cooper. That distinFever, Bronchitis,Hoarseness, Loss of

guished surgeon was once celled to

PTALL GROCERS ESXPJQ-AA

iritiiriMlii

________

London

treat t

Voice, or any affection of the throat and
drayman, a powerful, freah-col- longs. Trial bottles free at H. Walshs

ored, healthy looking roan,

who

_____

had

J

drag store. Large

^

size

$1.00

INmes for libel, claiming $500,000 damages.
.
A passenger train on the Paq-Handle road
collided with a freight train on the Michigan
Central at the Joliet crossing, about thirty
miles from Chicago. The engines were
smashed into pieces. Mr. Morris, the engineer of the passenger train, the brakeman of
the freight train, and, the flagman at the
crossingwere killed almost instantly. The
engineer of the freight train jumped for his
life when he saw the danger, but struck
against a fence and was horribly in lured.
He died about three miles away from the
place of the accident, in intense agony,
.

loiitM

% $

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.

THE SOUTH,

In the

The President has issued the

.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

follow*

OLD COMRADES MEET AGAIN.

ing thanksgiving proclamation:
In furtherance of the custom of this people at
tho close of each year, to engage upon a day set
' for that purpose, in a special festival of
) to the Giver of all Good, I, Cheater A.
vuur, President of the United States, do hereby designate Thursday, the 29th day of November next as a day of national thanksgiving.
The year which is drawing to an end has been
replete with evldenoefcof divine goodness. The
prevalence of health,fullness of the harvests, the
standing of peace and order, the growth of fraternal feeling, the spread of intelligence and
learning, the continued enjoyment of civil and
religionsliberty— all these, and countless other
blessings, are cause for reverent rejoicing.I do

Cable

He was not at home, and his wife Refused to
his whereabouts, day knocked her down.
The party then left. Two sons of the negro
woman and an ex-convict named Cooper
armed themselvesand pursued the white
party, overtakingthem. They fired and
killed Holden instantly. Clay returned the
fire, killing Dick Cooper and wounding the
other #wo.

the fiercest northeast pale experienced
for years. Great damage to shipping resulted, and some lossof life is reported
The Sheriff closed the clothinghouseof Stern,
Trautman & Co., at Philadelphia.The liabilities are placed at $150, 000.... A number of
suits have been begun in New York against

—

the Northern Pacific Hallway company asking the injunctionof the court against an is-

sue by the company of second-mortgage

Washington telegram: “The

bonds.

Tho shook extended over a wide

colored people of Chicago, in

look for redress

of

Patrick B. Delaney, of New York,

only true, but the cause, it is said, involves
has invented telegraphic appliancesby which two members,oneof whom eniphatically comhe says six operatorscan send six messages plains of nnwarrantedinterference with the
at the same time over a single wire. Part of affairs of his department. The Presidenthaving assumed the entire responsibility
for the
the six can send messages one way while the
cause for the alleged grev*anco, the comrest are sending them in the other direction.
plaining member of the Cabinet has
This Will give a wire three times the capacity
only to gracefully yield or resign."
it has with aquadruplex instrumentTwentyFull returns of the recent Iowa election from
four Morse Instruments can be connected all the counties give the following: For Govwith one wire by this system. Twelve ernor, Sherman, 164,182; Kinnie, 189,003;
messages can be wmt simultaneously at the Weaver, 28,089;Sherman over all, 2,000; for
rate of twenty words
minute
Supremo Judge, Heed. 168,396; Hayes, 141,049;
Fire at PittsburghdestroyedMunderf’s plalnChurch, 21,439; Heed over all, 909. . .T. C.
ing-mill, 1,000,000feet of lumber, and five
Latrobe, the regular Democratic nominee,
two-storybuildings. The mill employes narwas elected Mayor of Baltimore by 3,540
rowly escaped, and the occupantsof the votes over Heiskell, the fusion candidate.
houses lost all their goods. The total loss Is
An epidemic of diphtheriain the past
about $65, 000.... Hon. T. H. Murch, a stonecutter in Maine, who was once elected to Con- six weeks has carried off over 300 children
gress over Eugene Hale, has settled in Boston,
in North Carolina. Between some counties
and Is engaged in fitting up a showy saloon
quarantine was established. The disease is
W. A. Kitts, a lumber broker at Oswego, N.
Y., has failed for $50.000....William H. now abating.
Jenkins & Co., door manufacturers ut New %
court of inquiry engaged in inYork, have failed for $179,000; actual assets,
vbstigating the origin of the yellow fever
$57,000. . .By the capsizingof u schooner off
Vineyard Haven, Mass., the Captain and outbreak in the Pensacola navy yard is con-

and

all their wrongs to the

—

—

State Legislature for legislationto prevent
any abridgement of their rights.

GENERAL.
In spite of

the machinations of the

disaffectedIrishmen of the Dominion, too
Marquis of Lansdowne was inducted to the
office of GovernorGeneral of Canada with
all the ancient rites and ceremonies.In an

address the new GovernorGeneral thanked
those present for the hospitalityho had received, and promised to do his best to merit
their good wishes.*

Joseph D. Weeks, Secretary

of the

lion association, just returned from Europe,
gives a gloomy account of the condition of
the laborerand

A

.

three seamen were drowned.

vinced that it was germs remaining after the
epidemic of last year. . .Miss Blanche Gray,
whose 517 pounds of flesh have been her
fortune,was married but a few weeks ago
to another of the "freaks" exhibiting at the
same time in a New York museum. Her
wedded bliss was but brief, for she was found
dead ia her bed In a Baltimore boardinghouse last week. 8he was but 17 years old,
and died of fatty degeneration of the heart.

In the investigationof the Jersey

.

Central lease to the Reading road at Trenton,
N. J., Hon. Franklin a

Gowan

asserted that

ex-Scnator Conkhng’s method of examining

a witness was "violent, brutal, and outrageous.” Mr. ConkUng retorted that Gowan's
language was foul-mouthed, when Judge
Nixon interferedand secured peace. Later
on Conkling whispered to one of the auditors,
when Gowan excitedly claimed that the
ex-8enator had called the witness a
d— <1 scoundrel.Conkllng’s reply to
this
that one
repeated
a remark thus overheard was a blackguard.
This resulted in an excitingscene, the Clerk,
in the absence of the Judge, finally restoring
order.... The Captain and Mate of the
steamer Tropic were convicted in a Philadelphia court of furnishing arms and ammunition to the Insurgentsof Hayti, and each was
fined $500 and costs and sentenced to one
year’s imprisonment.

mechanic. One-third of tho
puddling furnaces in Northern England artf '
idle, and mills are working but part of tbo
time. Arbitration,he states, is becoming a
factor in the settlementof labor questions.

In the Protestant Episcopal Church
convention, at Philadelphia,it was reported
that from 1833 to 1883 the growth of the
churcc has been such as to more than double

number of dioceses(from 18 to 48), to increase the number of parishes in a largo
ratio, to Increase the number of clergy fivefold (from 592 to 3,572), and tho numbei of
communicantsmore than ten-fold (from 30,
939 to 372, 484); also the number of baptisms
In nearly the same proportion. The number
of missionary jurisdictionsshows a gain of
100 per cent, since 1871; the number of missions a like gain, and the offerings a gain of
the

Eight members of a Ku-klux gang

100 per cent,

For

from

1868 to 1880.

the purpose of obtaining a joint

in Banks county, Ga., have been convicted
guaranty from the other Central American
of disgraceful outrages, and sentenced to
states the Nicaraguan Congress has provided
from one to six years In the penitentiary.
was
who
The rirglcaders are men of considerable by law that the net profits of the proposed
wealth. When the verdict was read, canal through Nicaragua shall not be less than
several of the accused sobbed audibly.... 3 per cent, and the capital not more than
In New Orleans,as Alfred Gossett was being $75,000,000, the guaranty to last for twenty
taken to the Criminal court to receivea life- years from the opening of the canal....
time sentence for the murder of Policeman Dun’s Mercantile Agency reports business
Coffroy, a young son of the latter killed the Improved, with a marked Increase In clearcriminal on a street corner with » revolver. ings. Profits are not larfee,but money is being made, and most all traders feel satisfied
. .Grave robbers,made an attempt to steal
the corpse of Blanche Moses, the fat woman, with the season’sbusiness. The money
market is easy, and tho present low prices of
David Adams starved himself in buried in a Baltimore ceractcrj-.
iron and other raw staples invite capitalists
Washingtoncounty, New York. The sum of
WASHINGTON.

$15,000 has already been found secretedIn his

.

.

Postmaster General Gresham,

house, and the heirs are searchingfor $20,000

says a Washington dispatch, has put

more.

^ “cVrdT enew
ago.... The carriage factory
!

.nt„ his war

now announces it

a*»ln„ tha

new

to be his policy to proceed

A

.

.

.

Late' advices from the far Southwest are to the effect that the Apache Chiefs,
Geronimo, Juh, and their band of hostiles
have succeeded in eluding the Mexican soldiers, and, with 2,000 head of stolen cattle,
are now making their way through Chihuahua to the American line. On the other hand,
a troop of seventy Chi rlcahuas have surrendered and will be taken to Fort Bowie, in
Arizona.

The Trade Palace and the Boston
competing establishments.began a war of rates, one selling
calicoes for 1 cent per yard, and the other
giving away a calico dress with every one
purchased. When their stocks were exhausted peace was proclaimed.
.Near Wau®eon. Ohio, George W. Williams was killed
in his barn, his wife was murdered in
the house, and their babe was left to
ftarve, but was rescued by neighbors....
The oil belt of Wyoming is said to be three
Store, at Lafayette, Ind.,

.

.

times as large as that of Pennsylvania,and ai
railroad Is soon to bo constructedthrough the
district....Judge Noonan, of 8t. Louis, has
decided that poker is a game of chance, and
comes under the Johnson law making gambling a felony. . .Charles Lorrenson,a Swede,
.

farming near Elgin, 111., caught glanders
from his horse and died after terriblesuffering.

It is stated that Claus Spreckels,

lot.arlea,and

Maston & Butler Co., and Horace Johnson &
Co., in Piainville, Ct., burned. Loss. $*0,000 against the patrons of lotteries as well as
____ Pere Hyacinthe arrivedat New York last againstthe lotteriesthemselves.Those who
week.
buy lottery tickets probablyare unaware
THE WEST.
of the fact that they are not at liberty to use
company of leading citizens of the mails for that purpose, and that any
letter requestingthat a lottery ticket be sent
Fargo, Dakota, have filed a mining claim of Is an offense against the laws of the United
200 acres on the town site of Lisbon,and sub- States. PostmasterGeneral Gresham will
scribed $500,000 to work it. In all that region base his action upon Sec. 3,894, Revised
Statutes,which provides that "no letnothing but the gold discoveriesis talked
ter or circular concerning lotteries
about.... At Warrenton, Mo., a mildly insane
be carried in the mail. Any
man named Keeney was placed in a largo shall
person who shall knowinglydeposit or send
room adjolningthcjall, underthe court-house,
anything to be conveyed by mall in violation
by the authorities, who hud taken him in out
this section shall lie punishable by a fine of
of the wet and cold. While the jailer of
not more than $509 nor less than $100, with
was at supper loud screams attracted costs
of prosecution.” ... 7The Myra Clark
the people to the window. They saw Keeney,
Gaines case has been placed before the Suin an insane frenzy, hugging a red-hot stove.
He was taken away, but death soon relieved preme Court of the United States. The record is bound in one gigantic book, which
bis sufferings.... The wholesalefur house of
weighs 200 pounds. One man cannot alouo
Eddy, Harvey & Co., of Chicago, have made
open the volume.
an assignment.It was rated by the commercial agencies at $350,000, and its liabilitiesare
Postmaster General Gresham, says
believed to be somethingless than $250,000. a Washington dispatch, is urged upon all sides
Special partners put In $150,000 last February
to recommend in his annual report radical
to establish a boot and shoe department.
.
Citizens of Gardner, Colo., tied a Mexican
murderer to the horn of a saddle and fright
ened the horse into a run, the culprit being
dragged to death over the rocks ____ John N.
Gltdden,of Cleveland,admits that his liabilities are $900,000, and shows assets appraised
at $1,020,000. . .Conrad Kuttcntidt, proprietor
of a large oopper factory at the coi ner of
Michigan and La Salle streets, Chicago, made
an assignment.

to Invest, feeling assured of a rich return In
the future. No fears about the promptness
o collections are entertained.

proprietor of the CaliforniaSugar Refinery

company,of San Francisco,who holds a monopoly of the Hawaiian sugar trade, has contractedto purchase tho entire crop of sugar
of the islands on condition that all shipments
be made in his vessels ..... Lord Coleridge has
sailed for England, but his son will travel extensively in the

FOREIGN.

Touching affairs in Tonqnin,

the
French Yellow Book states that tho negotiationswith China have been conducted in
a friendly spirit, but nothing has been
gained,China demanding the whole of Northern Anam and gl'ing the French a foothold
only in the Southern provinces.

Cardinal Manning asserts that Bismarck Is favorably inclined toward the
Vatican, and will agree to any measures

which will settle tho difficulties between
Prussia and the Pope.... Many deaths from
fever and exposure are threatened In tho
districts recently wrecked by earthquakes
union help Is given. Clothing,medicine, and
building materials are mostly needed....
Cardinal Hohenlohe Is on bad terms with the

changes In the law relating to rates of postage upon transient newspapers and mall matter of the third class generally.The sender Vatican.
of a transient newspaperof ordinary size, to
The dreadful epidemic of cholera,
insure its transmissionthrough tho mails, is
which
raged In Egypt throughout tho sumcautioned to carry the same to the postofflee
and have It weighed, or else prepay |>ostage mer, but which was thought to have perma-

enough to place his newspaper beyond

nently subsided, has broken out again at
Alexandria with great violence, and a renewall of the horrors of the past few months Is
feared.
. Henri Rochefort asserts in his Journal that the French Ministry and the Due d’Aumale have entered in an agreementfor the
establishment of an Orleanist monarchy.
Other papers state the alliance is simply a
parliamentary one. . .Herr Richter, a Deputy,
for insulting the German imperial family
four years ago, was sentenced at Liegnitz, Silesia,to six months’ Imprisonmentand deprivation of his rights as member of tho Reich-

any risk of dropping Into the postofficewastebasket. The revenue derived from the sales
of these confiscated newspapers Is considerable in the course of a year. Transient
newspujiers,as a rule, are sent for some
specific purpose, and to those concernedIt Is
almost us important that they should reach
their destination as should a letter,but
neither the sender nor the person addressed
is notified if there is any lack of postage.It
is urged that the weight limit of newspapers
to be sent for the ordinary rate of postage
should l>c extended,or some provision
adopted for notifyingthe sender of a newspaper or the person to whom it is addressed.

.

problem one law and three appropriations,the
statute tieing designed to punish persons
furnishingarms to the red men, and the appropriationsfor police, surveys and to defray
the expense, of detecting and prosecuting
persons selling liquor to the Indians....

(Cincinnati Telegram J

The reunion of tho Society of tho Army of
the Cumberlandcommenced with a march of
tho members,headed by Its President,Gen.
Sheridan, and a band, from tho Burnett
house to tho Grand opera-house, where a
business session was held. Accompanying
Gen. Sheridan were Gens. Rosecrans, Wood,
Logan. Newton, Muesey, Carlin, Morgan,
Kimball and Parkburst. Tho President
called the meeting to order, and Chaplain
Eurnshaw offeredprayer. It was decided
that a sketch of the late Gen. Bteedman, who
was not a member of the society, be published in the annual record. The Treasurer’s
report showed a balance In hand of $197. Ho
also said that many members wore delin-

quent, their whereabouts being unknown.
Committeeswere appointed and invitations
accepted from several clubs, and the society

A

$2.

.

.

NEW

YORK.

Secretary Lincoln has decreed that a
white mule, of unknown antiquity,shall
be kept at Mount Vernon barracks,Ala. Tho
animal was ordered to be sold, when tho officers and men sent in a petition on the subject.
Gen. Sherman icportcdon the petition that he
believedthe mule was at Mount Vernon when
Gen. Jackson's army camped there In 1819-20,
and bethought he also saw the animal at
Mobile Point in 1842. Upon this showing the
Secretary Issued the order for tho mule’s
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[From the New Orleans Times-Deraocrat.]
The Time*-Democrat presentsthis morning
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English Cabinet, lust week, It was decided to
Pork— Mess ......................Mi25 ©10.40
Introduce at the commencement of tho next Lard ...................... W$0 .07*
ST. LOUIS.
session of Parliament a bill extending the

......

form of the franchisenext year, after which
he proposes to retire from publio life..,.
Severe earthquakeshocks were felt in the
vicinityof Smyrna, in Asia Minor. At a
place called Vourla 169 persons were seriously and sixty-one slightly injured. . .Mary
Anderson appeared as Paulino In the
"Lady of Lyons" at London, and
achieved another triumph....John Bright
states that the report that he intended to visit America this winter is untrue;

Wealth.

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Good

It is stated that at the meeting of the
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the Premier urging that it was
desire to get through with the
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Other Noted Warriors Present.

0
&

were arrestedfor connection with the publication of Incendiary papers.... Kavanagh,
Smith and Hanlon, Informers in the Phrenlx
Park murder trials,have reached Calcutta,
the capital of British India. . .The Geographical Society at Lisbon has informed similar
associations in Europe, that Stanley’sletters
from the Congo region are offensive to Portu-

Cumberland.

adjourned.
In the evening they marched to Music hall
alone, tho local military organizationswhich
were to have escorted them failing to turn
up. An audience of fully 2,000 was already
In tho hall when tho society marched in, Tho
stage and walls were beautifullydecorated,
flags, stacks of arms, tents and cannon being
scatteredaround In profusion.
Gen. Cist called the meeting to order and
Introduced Gov. Foster, who welcomed tho
society.His referencesto the numerous
distinguished military men present called
A detachment of Egyptian soldiers forth loud applause,upon which Gen. Sheridan, with mock sternness,ealied for order.
passing through the Slneat defile,In the borGen. Smith I). Atkins was then introduced
ders of Nubia, were attacked by a troop of as the orator of the evening. A reunion of
savage hill tribes. The surprise was com- soldiers,said the speaker, does everyone
plete, and, taken at a disadvantage, the good. The stories told by the gray-haired
Egyptiansbecame panic-strickenand broke veterans are incentivesto youthful patriotranks, some going forward through the pass, ism, and childish hearts burn with awakened
many retreatingtoward the open country, love of country, and childish chocks Hush
and others, leaving the beaten road, attempt- with desire of emulation, when thoy hear tho
ing to escape unobserved. The hill tribes fathers and grandsires reciting their warlike
separatedinto several bodies, and, giving deeds and telling how they left home and
chase, captured150 of the Egyptians, who families to bear privation and peril in defense
were slaughtered without mercy ____ An over- of a common country.
Aug. 15, 1861, continuedthe orator, Gen.
flow of the Salembria,in Thessaly,has resultRobert Anderson, "the hero of Sumter," ored in great ruin and the loss of many lives.
ganized the Army of tho Cumberland. His
frightful accident occurred at department comprised Kentucky and TennesBrooks’ Tunnel, on the Baltimoreand Ohio see, but those States were neutral then, and
railroad, in Pennsylvania.Twelve hundred the headquarters were establishedat Cincinnati. Don Carlos Duel was Its first commandpounds of dynamite exploded and killed five
er, and at Mill Springs was won the first
men, the crow of a freight train sidetracked
decisive victory for tho Union cause by Gen.
a short distance from the scene. The men
Thomas and a portion of tho Cumberland
were walking along the truck near where the
corjw. At Shiloh, April 6, 1862, tho armies
dynamite was12***stored. Tho remains of the had been fightingall one day, and step by
bodies of the victims wore gathered up and
step the Federal forces were bolag (L iven
were unrecognizable. The body of one of back, when Gen. Buell led tho army of the
the victims was blown over the hill- Cumberlandupon the field and saved the day.
side. One foot, a hand, and a portion Then came the race to Louisville, and Buell
of a leg wore found, and recognized by a ring
beat Bragg into the city, which was tho
on one of his fingers and by the torn overalls.
"miss" of the campaign. Then Gen. HoseThe remnants of what constituted the crans
took command, and the victoriesof
anatomy of three persons Is all that could be
Stone river, Murfreesboro, Tullahoma and
found and all were unrecognizable. Trees Chattanooga were achieved by his corps. At
were uprooted and rocks blown into the river
Chlckamauga they met with defeat,owing to
in the vicinity of the explosion. The place
the faint-heartedness
of the right wing; but
where the powerful stuff was stored looked It was atoned for at Missionary Ridge, when,
as . if an earthquakehad taken place.
orders, they swept Bragg’s center
The solid rock was scooped out for without
from ite strong position. Part of the Army
100 feet. square and thirty feet deep. The
of the Cumberlandwent to the sea with Sherreport of the shock was heard fifty miles
man; "and," concludedthe orator, "Gen.
distant, and windows were broken In a town
George H. Thoqias was tbo hero of the war,
seven miles away — Mr. Henry Irving ap- and his army w as tho Army of tho Cumberpeared In the Star theater. New York in "The
land."
Bells," and was highly successful. The box
Capt Millard sang a song of his own comofficecharged $3 for a seat, while the specuposition, written for the occasion, after which
lators, because of the Inclemency of the
Gen. Rosecrans responded to a call in a few
weather, sold tickets for
a
words. Gen. John A. Logan was also called
Col. Churchill, of St. Louis, has out, and said that, though not a member of
received a letter from his missing daughter, tho Cumberlandarmy, he felt like he was a
part of It, owing to the close relationshipbeMary, which was mailed at Indianapolis, Oct. tween It and the Army of tho Tennessee.
27. She says that she is not on the stage,
Gen. Barnett, Chairman of the Cfcmmitteeon
but is earning her own living honestly, and the Garfield monument, reported'thata place
seems surpriseathat her father should think had been selected In Washington,but tho
she had eloped. She had asked that her let- selectibn would require an act of Congress to
ter be kept private, but Mr. Churchilldeemed make It final. The committee thought the
it a duty he owed the public to give tho gist monument would be completedin time for
of Its contents.... With Judgment notes for tho reunion of 1885. Capt Ford reported
$75,000 being pressed by a bank for payment, the accessionof 150 new members. The folthe stationeryand printing-house of Culver, lowing officerswere elected : President.Gen.
Page, Hoyne & Co., of Chicago, has trans- Phil. H. Sheridan; Corresponding Secretary,
ferred Its establishment to its attorney, Gen. H. M. Cist; Treasurer, Gen. G. S. FulJohn Morris. Its liabilities are believed lerton; Recording Secretary,Col. James W.
to bo nearly $500,000,but no accurate in- Steele; with Vice Presidentsfrom each State
formationcan be obtained. The head of and Territoryrepresented in the society.
the bouse has been heavily engaged In minRochester,N. Y., was selected as tho next
ing speculations,
is Presidentof an insurance place of meeting, Sept. 21-22 (Chlckamauga
company, and is Interested in the Elgin Watch week). The society then proceeded,by Invicompany.
. A cyclone at Columbus, Ind., untation, to the Chamber of Commerce, where
roofed buildings and swept down telegraph Capt Foraker, Vico President for Ohio, made
poles.
an address. President Peabody, of the Chamber of Commerce, responded, and was folOn and after the 18th of November lowed by Gens. Sheridan, Rosecrans, Logan
next the now time adopted by the railroads of and others.
the United States and Canada will go into
The closing session consistedof a banquet
effect
at Music hall. About 600 sot down to the
banquet. Gen. Rosecrans presided. Much
satisfaction was expressed at tho success of
tho reunion.
THE MARKET.
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the four things necessary to solve the Indian
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In his annual report, just published,
Indian Commissioner Price enumeratesamong

partment for receivingillegal fees and withholding pension money. A Washingtonpaper
publishes an Interview with United States
District Attorney Co. kill in regard to the Inseriously.
\ vest I gallon now being made by that officer
The railroad hndge over the Mis- into the fraudulentoperationsof pensouri river at Blair, Neb., which cost 81,000,- ! sion attorneys.The DistrictAttorney says
< ti lanre aiMMaKrwa
____
number attorneys
have engaged in
000. was tested the other day with six loco- J fraudulent practices,and that he has remotlves, the maximum deflectionbeing two ceivod hundreds of letters since the publicaInches. The permanent iron structureis i cation of his communicationsto Secretary
i Teller containing specific complaints of at1,27(1 feet long and fifty feet above high
tempted frauds on the part or firms in the
water, with trestle-workapproaches of nearly pension business in this city. Ho estimates
two miles at either end. . .The Chicago Tinut that soldiersand their relativeshave been
denounced the People’s Hailway Company of defrauded out of $1,000,000 through the fraudAmerica us "a villainous scheme concocted ulent practices of those attorneys, and exto rob poor, simple people of their money," presses the intention of bringing the matter
for which tho company sues the editor of the to the attentionof the grand jury.

.

.

A west-bodnd passenger train on the maintenance*.
Chicago and Alton railroad was partly
Bely a A. Lockwood, the well-known
wrecked by a sliding rail two miles east of female lawyer of Washington, has been susGlendale, Mo., and eighteen miles from Kan- pended from practice before the Interjor desas City. The track was torn up for over 200
yards, and three coaches were thrown off the
track— two chair cars and one dining-room
car— injuring fifteen passengers,none of them

West

Reunion at Cincinnatiof the

Army

area of

country, of which the T.wklsh capital seems
to have been the geographicalcenter; and wore
of almost daily occurrence for a period of over
two weeks. At the ancient city of Smyrnla tho
shocks were particularlysevere,as many as
a dozen occurring in one evening, tlpj waves
extending frou^uorihcusLto southwest. Many
buildingswore shaken down, nearly 150 people killed and hundreds Injured. Tho survivors l ed from<tho houses and have since
been living in tents or in theopen air without
any shelter. The walls of Smyrna, which
have been f lauding since the time of tho
Crusades,were completely demolished. With
them many , of tho remains of ancient Smyrna have been destroyed. The
destructionof property and life In the outlying country and in the districts remote
from Smyrna, has been very great. Great
land-slideswhich came tearing down the
steep declivities with the water swept before
them every habitation. Bclo island, Samos,
Metelln,and Lesbos, all a few miles off the
Western coast of Anatolia,in the Argcan sea,
wore all severelyshaken up, and there was a
large loss of life and projtcrtyon Samos and
Lesbos,while the other two suffered much loss.
At Alabandaninety lives were lost. A fugitive fromKespllplaces tho deaths there at
fifty and the number wounded at 125. At
Qk-Hissar fifty persons were burled beneath
a land-slide and a few more killed by falling
walls. Bogaseusda suffered a depletionof
about one-half of her population. Of tho
population of Surgerlls about one-thirdsurvived to mouru the others. From scores of
other hamlets come similarreports, and wlien
all are in the loss of life will probably bo
found to aggregatewell up Into the thousands.

.

—

Successful

in Asia Minof and along tho coast of Greece,

mass meeting assembled, resolved to cheerfully acquiesce in the civil-rightsdecision

Constanti-

wrought by tho recent upheavals of nature

proper State authorities;that the names
Democrat," "Bourbon" and "Rebel Brigadier" have lost their terror; that they will
wccome any Issue that will consolidatethe
re- negro vote In its interest; and appeal to the

ported disagreement in the Cabinet is not

a

The

tell

from

nople give copious details of the destruction

village of Lakeville, near
In Wilkinson county, Go., while
Hartford, Ct., a life-fixedfigure of Christ is
thereforeoommond that on the day above
hunting, a negro named Joe Holden discov- nam<*d the people rest from their aosostomed
fastened upon a crucifixat a street corner.
labors, and, meeting in their several places of
Merchants who petitioned for its removal ered another negro butchering a hog belong- worship, express their devout gratitude to God
ing to a white man named Clay. Holden re- that He hath dealt so bountifully with this nahave been boycotted by the Catholics,and
now the Protestautladles proposeto retaliate ported the fact to Clay, who. with Holden tion, and pray that His grace and favor abide
with it forever. Chester A. Arthur.
by securing coloredservantsfrom the South. and two white men, armed with double-bar....The New England coast has been visited reled shot-guns, went to the house of the thief.
POLITICAL.

by

dispatches

............................VI

@

.07)$

CINCINNATI
Wheat— Na

Red ............... 1.02 0 1.03
Corn ..............................44
.46
Oats ...............................29*© .30
Rye. ...............................*75$© .68
Pore— Mess. ......................
11.25 @11.50

Lard

2

a

complete review of

Potomacand Ohio

all

Grande,
Governors
of the States of Virginia,North and South
Caroll na, Georgia, Florida,Alabama. Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Kentucky,Tenner
see and Arkansas. The assessment rolls have
Just been completedin most of tho States,
which enable us to show In undisputed figures, in dollars and cents, the exact growth
of the South since the census was taken.
This showing Is far more flattering than we
Imagined a few weeks ago; Is almost startr
In the form of interviewswith the

TOLEDO.

vi

@

.07*

2 Red ................ .97*0
97*@ .97*
Corn.. .........................
©AT8—N®« itwi . f rnm.rr t • > t .
:S
>29 IS

Wheat— Na

.

DETROIT.

S*

Flour ............................4.00 0 6.75
Wheat— Na 1 White ........... . 1.02 @ 1.03
he has no intention of coming to this country. Corn— No. 2 ......... A ...........49*0 .50
....The King of Portugal thinks of abdicat- OATS-Mixed... ................... 29 0 .29*
Pork— Mess ......................12.25 @1X60
ing on account of Liberal agitation In his
INDIANAPOLIS.
kingdom..., A cablegram from Paris chron- Wheat-No. 2 Red ................
99 @ .99*
icles the death of the Archbishop of Rouen, OoBN-Na 3 ....................... 47 0
who was 83 years of age.
0
PA. *28
A panio prevails at Alexandria owing Cattle— Best ....................
6.00
Fair .................... 6.00
to the reappearanceof tho cholera. EuroCommon ............... 4.25
peans going to Egypt return without disem- Hboa ..........
4.70
barking.* The disease also exists at Cairo.
Sheep .....................
.......8.25

^“w^T^ERTY;

-

-

ling in the wonderful growth of wealth:

State.

.

1883.

-

Assessment. Tax rate.

........ . ........ $ 153,ooo,ooo 6«$
Arkansas ........ ....... • 128,000,000 7
Florida ..................
6fl,ooo,ooo6
Georgia .................. 325,000,000 25$

Alabama

.

Kentucky ..............874,664.979

.

4*

Louisiana ................ 201,790,723
6
Miasissippi ..............
132,000.000 2*
North Carolina ..........200,000,000 2 4-5
South Carolina ..........130,000,000 5
Tennessee.. .............
262,6H5,873 2
Texas .................... 638, 000,
3
Virginia..... ............33X000,000 5

000

@

..............

tho South, from the

to tho Gulf and Rio

Total .................

State.

-

-

1X834,934,675 4*
,

1870.

.

Assessment. Tax rate.

Alabama ................. I 117,486,581 . 7
Arkansas ................86,892,541 6*
Florida ..................29,471.618 7

-

-

Georgia ..............

235,660,630 6
818,037,875

--

158,587,195

4!$

6

..............106,594,708
North Carolina ..........156,000,000
South Carolina ..........132,237,986
Tennessee...............
223,211,345

8*

Texas .................... 804,470,736
Virginia .................
315,576,822

6
6

Bippi

2 2-5

6*
1

Total ................
$2,184,227,5476 1-12
This is anTnereaseof $640,707,028in four
ypars, an average of $160,176,757 a year.
How rapid is the growth of the South is
evidenced by the fact that the increased as-

sessments over 1882 amount to $258,000,000—
nearly the value of the ootton crop.

--y"VT-v~-ssa

CIVIL RIGHTS.

hattofs report.
Fourteenth amendment, ———————

make any unjust discriminationamenable
the prohlMtionsof the

U

Heroics are very popular in East Saginaw.

.

Salient Points of the Supreme
the
Rights Case.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS,

GRAIN-GROWING COUNTRIES.

A Year's Operations of tie

Gen

A lynx was

InterestingReport by the United

killed in tho woods near

Roch-

ester.

eral Postoffice.
States Consul at Copen- '
When a man has emerged from slavery and
Sturgis ships 2,600 bushels of tomatoes
by the aid of legislationhas shaken off the inhagen.
separable concomitantsof that state,there musl
dally.
be some stage in the progress of hiselevatioc Animal Beport of the First Assistant
Almon Meck, of Rochester, has a watch
when he takes the rank of a mere citizenand
Postmaster General
Color of Authority for the Law’s ceases to be a si>ecial favorite of the laws, and
The Grain-Prodncingand Grain-Con- 100 years old.
when his rights as a citizen or man are to 1*
The olovoi^soodcrop Is pretty near a failprotectedin the ordinary modes by which
sinning Countries of the World.
Enactment Undiscoverable in the
other men’s rights are protected. There wen
The annual report of Frank Hatton,
ure in Michigan.
ConstitutionalAmendments.
thousandsof free colored pe pie in thli*
country, liefore the almlition of slavery, enjoy- First AssistantPostmaster ' Oeneral, has
A tooth-pick factory In Harbor Springs
Henry B. Snyder, United States Consul at
ing all the essential rights of life, liberty and been laid before the PostmasterGenoral
uses 20,000 cords of wood per annum.
Copenhagen,
has
submitted
to
tho
Departthe same as white citizens; yet no one
The Colored Man’s Protection Under property
at that time thought it was any invasion o| The reportersays: The average amount ment of State at Washington, a very Interest
The lively town of Oswego gives nourishtheir
personal
status us free men becausethc\ of work performed In each division of the
the Law Equal with the
Ing report on tho grain-producing and graln- ment to twenty-twomanufacturinginstituwere not admitted to all tho privileges enjoyed
White Man’s.
by white citizens, or because they wore sub- office exceeded that of any previous year, oonsumingcountries. He says that by divid- tions.
jected to discriminations
in the enjoyments oi and the bureau has, so far as the appropriathe accomiiiodatlonsof
inns.pnbllcconveyamation would permit, ondoavoredto meet the ing these countries under the category of
The Flint woolen mills are now turning out
grain-exportingand grain-importing places,
and places Of amusement;murediecrimlnntiom
900 yards of cloth and 200 pounds of yarn
The following are the main polnte In the on accountof race or color were not regardedat necessities.It Is believed that in no precedand putting them In their order according to
dally.
decision of the Supromo Court In tho civil- a badge of slavery. If since that time the en- ing year have fewer complaints been made
the relative extent of their supplies for exjoyment of equal rivlits in all these respe
rights cases. After quoting tho first two
Inch boards bedded la pure beach sand
has become established by constitutional en- concerning inoompetenoyor dishonesty of port, or again for the magnitude of their resections of the act, Justice Bradley, who de- actment, it is not by force of the Thirteenth Postmasters or delay or confusion in tho do*
form tho basis for oedar-blook pavement in
quirements, ho i obtains the two following
amendment (which merely abolishesslavery),
livered the opinion, says; *
East Saginaw. ’
but by force of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth livery or dispatch of mall matter in tho dif- lists: First, as grain-exporting lands— The
ferent postofflees.Tho whole number of United States, Russia, Austria-Hungary, the
Hhs Congress constitutional power to make amendments.
Mrs. Stoll, of Pontiac, died recentlyfrom
such a law? Of course, no one will contend
On the whole, we are of opinion that nt postofflees on Juno 30, 1883, was 47,863,an In- Danublan Provinces, British East Indies,
the effectsof a removal of a twenty pound
that the power to pass it was containedin toe countenanceof authority for the passage of th« crease of 1,632 during the year. Apportioned
Doraark, Algiers,Australia,Egyrft, Spain,
constitutionbefore the adoption of the last law in question can be found in either the by sections, tho increasein the Now England
tumor from her sklo.
three amendments. Power is sought first In tho Thirteenth or Fourteenthamen iraents to th( States was 36, Middle States 223, Southern Canada, Chill and Sweden; As gram-importing lands— Great Britain, France, Germany,
Fourteenth amendment. The first section Constitution, and, no other ground of authority
The German Lutheran school at Adrian
States and Indian Territory725, States and Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Italy, Nor(which is the one relied on), after declaringwho for its pas-age being sniwested, It musl
has been closed on account of the prevalence
shall be citizensof the United States and the necessarily be declared void, at least so far at TerritoriesWest and Northwest 680, and the way, Portugal and Greece.
several States, Is prohibitoryIn Its character Its operation in the severkl Slates is concerned. Pacific slope 68. Pennsylvania had the largest
On the list of grain-exporting lands the of typhoid fetrer.
number of postofflees— 3,716. Now York fol- United States ranks pro-emlnentlyfirst and
(and prohibitoryupon the States.) It Is State
A young lad named La Franco was aoclactitn ot a particular character that Is prohiblowed with 3, '082, and Ohio third, with 2,620. foremost. Not so many years have elapsed
ited. IndividualInvasion of individual rights
The
number
of
money-order
offices
is 5,867,
dontally
shot and killed, near Alcona, by a
HERE AND THERE.
since Russia occupied this position, and, in
is not the subject matter of the amendan increaseof 421.
1877, these two countries were about on an hunter, who mistook him for a bear.
ment. It has
deeper and broader
The removals and suspensions during the
scope. It nullifies and makes void all State legThe total Income of the charities of Londor year wore 316 less than for the year before, equal footing,but In tho later years the
J. Campion, of Midland oounty, suspected
United States has largely surpassed Russia.
islation and State action of every kind which lust year was 821,5555,000.
un indication undoubtedlyof tho improve- Those largo suppliesfrom the 'United States ( of dealing In counterfeit money, has been
impairs the privilegesor immunitiesof citizens
A South Caholina rattlesnake recontlj ment in character and habits of tho persons naturallyhad great influence upon the Eu- j a^umed and dischargedfrom custody,
of flic United States, or which injuresthem in
captured jmssessed thirty-threerattles.
now serving tho public as Postmasters. Dur- ropeau grain markets, and the severe crisis,
life, liberty or prosperiiy without due process of
law, or which denies to any of them the equal
The tax rate of rhiludelphiiifor the ensu ing the year 10,7l'5 letters were* written to which tho farming interests in so many parts 1 A maniac is roaming in tho woods south of
Postmasters and to private individualsin- of Europe are now passingthrough, is doubtr ithaca in a nude state, and all attempts to
protection of the laws. It no' only does tills, ing year has been fixed at $!.h5 on 8100.
but, in order that the national will thus declared
volving decisions under the postal regulations
A
child
was
recently
born
in
Port
Orange
may not be mere brutum ftilmen,the last
and laws, and 82,000 was collected from pubFla.,
with
eignt
grown
teeth
in
its
gums.
section of the amendment invests Congresswith
lishers of second-classmatter for the viola- the opinion that the culminatingpoint has now
By the bursting of a grindstone In the
the power to enforce it with appropriate legislaForeign capitalists have bought a track o' tion of tho law In inclosing third-class matter been reached,that the virgin soils of the
tion. . To enforce what? To enforce prohibi- land in Arkansas that contains 400,000,000 fee
works
of the MichiganStove company,
in second-classpublications: Publishers of Western States will shortlybo exhausted,
tion. To adopt iippropriatelegislation tor cor- of timber.
legitimate newspapers are speciallyintoi^ and that with a largely Increasingpop- Detroit, Michael Poctrlkas was instantly
recting tho effects of such prohibited State laws
The Western and Atlantic railroad track, ested in sustaining tho departmentin its ulation In the States, and with a called-for killed.
and State acts, and thus to render them
effectually null, void and innocuous. near Dalton,Ga., is haunted by a phantom efforts through the division of postal laws and use of artificialmanures on tho soil, tho exOn the remains of a birch bark canoe found
Tills is the legislativepower conferred locomotive.
regulationsto exclude from the pound rate port surplus will be diminished and the cost
upon Congress, and this is the whole of it. It
all publicationsdesigned primarilyfor adver- of production so much augmentedthat Buro- near Portage, was cut In rude charactorethe
A
house
balked in Buffalo, and the patient
does not invest Congress with power to legislate
tising purposes or for free circulation, or for poan farmers will not long have to contend
following words: ‘*Lako Slmcoo, August,
upon subjects which are within the domain of driver sat in tho buggy nine hours before th< circulationat nominal rates. The enforceagainst this formidable competition. These
animal
moved.
State legislation,but to provide modes of relief
1817."
ment of that law will enable legitimate publiagainst State legislationor State action of the
Bonanza Flood has imported artists tc cations (favored by statuteas an instrument views, In his opinion, will scarcely bo realized.
There
Is
still
In
our
Western
States
an
Joseph Hildreth Carter, of Ann Arbor,
kind referred to. Until some State law has decorate the interior of his princely palace it
of popular education) to sustain themselves enormous area of fertile virgin soil ready to
been passed or some State action through its
Han Francisco.
who Is only 12 years old, was recently senby
securing
such
local
advert
Isiug
support
as
officers or agents been taken adverse to the
bo brought under the plow by annuallf-inFlorida's orange ctop for this year Is esti- would naturally come to thorn. The adjust- creasing immigration, and it is more liloly tenced to tho Reform school for five years for
rights of citizens sought to be protected by the
Fourteenth amendment,no legislation of the mated at 102,000,000. Last year's crop was 50,- ment of salaries of Presidential Postmasters that tho culminatingpoint may only bo horse-stealing.
United states under said amendment nor any 000,000 oranges.
is now far enough advanced to warrant the looked for In a very remote future.
proceedingunder such legislationcan be caHed
Portions of tho skeletonof some huge anstatement that tho result will bo satisfactory,
The constantly-increasingcompetition of
Eli
Barnes,
of Mendon,
become
afinto activity,for the prohibitions of the amendand for the first time in tho history of tho de- the United States, combined with tho political imal, probably fourteen or more feet long in
flicted
with
blood
poisoning
recently
froir
ments ate against State laws and acts done
partment the salariesof Presidential Post- disturbances in tho Balkan peninsula, and
skinning a dead horse.
under State authority.
masters will be equalized and placed upon • the bad harvests of 1879 and 1880, have con- life, have been unearthed on tho farm of A.
An Inspe.tion of the law here in question
canal horse, hearing a looomotivt baste of the gross receipts of their offices.
Frazier, near Corunna.
duced In a great measure to lessen the Influshows that it applies equally to cases arising in whistle In Albany, N. Y., recently, leaped ii:
Beyond tho benefits of tho 'free-dolivery ence of Russian supplies on the world’s grain
the States which have the justest laws respectPhysicians have until Dec. 9 to register.
the air and fell dead from fright.
serviceas at present restrictedis a class of markets.
ing the.itersonalrights of citizens, and whose
Those unregistered after that date oannot
The St. Louis Republican,the leading Dem- towns in densely-populated portionsof the
authoritiesare ever ready to enforce such laws,
Austria-HungaryIs likewise mainly an
as to those which arise in States that may have ocratic paper of Missouri, pronounces Fred- country which it is believed could be served agriculturalland, and, with Its fertile soil collect fees for practice. Tho foe for regisviolated the nrohlbitiveamendment. In other erick Douglass “tho ablest and wisest man ol by carriers with benefit to tho people and
and not overdenso population,will doubtless tering with tho County Clerk Is 60 cents.
words, it steps into the domain of local Juris- his race."
economy to the department. These are towns for a long time bo able to rank among tho
prudence and lays down rales for the conduct of
Alpena Arpiis: There is a man in thli
A permanent exhibition building is to bo within short distances of one another,which grain-exportingcountries.
individuals in society toward each other, and
Until a few years back attentionIn the country who boasts that ho has killed 100 doer,
imposes sanctions for the enforcement one of the attractiveplaces of amusement ir have not singly required tho qualifications In
of those' rules without referring in Baltimore, Md. It is to Ik* built of brick- population or gross revenue. Tho law should British East Indian territory was mostly con- ont of season,Just for tho sake of tho hidest
be amended so as to authorize the depart- centrated on tho production of rice, other
any manner to any supposed action of marble and iron, and is to cost §500, (MX).
ment to extend tho system to such places by cereals being) cultivated to a very slight ex- and that tho carcasses were left on tho ground
the State or its authorities. If this legislation
The
Yokohama
Gazette declares that nl
is appropriate for enforcingthe prohibition
establishing It at tho principalor central tent; but since 1871 the cultivationand ex- to ret.
amendment it Is difficultto see where it is to efforts to introduce Christianityinto J apin' office of the group and discontinuing the port of Indian wheat has largely Increased.
Joffil Hanley, a Canadian, 30 years oft,
stop. Why may not Congress, with an equal have been pitiable failures, and that the pen other offices,or substitutingfor them inexIn England attentien Is now being strongly
show of authority, enact a code of laws for tho pie of that country regard foreign mission pensive branches of tho main office,from
had hi i skull crushed by a falling tree at
directed
to
tho
furtheranco
of
all
possible
enforcementami vindication of all rights of life, aries with Jealous aversion.
which carriers could servo the surrounding moans, through an improved transport sjs- Camcitm Si Merrill’scamp, near BeavOr
* liberty and property? If It Is not supnosable
The bones of Guitenu have been removed localities. Excess of postage on local matter tom, either of canal or railways, to un inthat States may deprive persons of life, liberty,
Lake. His body was brought to Saginaw,
and proi>ertywithout due process of law (and from the army medical museum to the Sur- over tho cost of froo-dellveryservice, and creased cultivationof wheat, so that ovontuveyor
General's
office,
whore
their
identity
h
taking
into
consideration
the
fact
that
the amendment itself does not sfippo.se this),
ally India may be in a position to compote frhich lias been his homo for some years.
why should not Congressproceed at onoe to pre- concealed except from a few officials. Tlu local correspondence IncreasesIn pro- with tho United States on tho European grain
Charges of fraud are liclng made by a Flint
scribe a due process of law for the protection of reason is that the curiosity hunters took uj portion to the facilities offered, it should markets.
paper, which says the letting of the contract
every one of these fundamental rights In every so much time of the officialsof the medica bo extended and liberal appropriations
The grain production of Australiadoes not
possiblecase, as well as to prescribe equal museum as to interfere with the work.
made to bring it up to tho highest practicable appear to have made such progressas was for building an addition to tho Deaf and
privilegesin iuns, public conveyances and theAn attempt was made to smuggle opiuir. standard in cities where it is now in opera- expected.Wheat alone Is shown
iho
to yield a | Dumb institutewas awarded to a person
aters?
into San Francisco by hiding it in ordinary tion. This service meets tho general de- surplus
.mounted to $8,500 more than'
Judge Bradley refers to the Civil Bights blocks of wood hollowed out and covered with mands of business and social life, but fails to exports go to England, which in 1880 received 1
bill of April 4, IBM, and shows it “ is clearly
meet
the
dispatch
required
in
tho
delivery
of
a thick coat of oil and grease. The block?
about 1,000.000 quarters,tho largest quantity ] the lowest bid.
correctivein its eharacter,intended to counwere placed under the gangway of a stcamei letters of exceptional importance. Under
teract and furnish rddress against State laws
so ns to support it and mislead the custom- the present system letters received after the
and proceedings and customs having the house offioers. A protruding screw exposed carriers go out upon their trips, whatever
force of law which sanction tho wrongful
the fraud, and 81,000 worth of the drug was their importance, must He in tho office till natural resources;but tho disastroustax sys- i being broken open in tho processof dressing
acts specified.
the next trip. At 6 o'clock p. m., when the torn prevents all developments of agriculture,; tt ^ flt lnl0 a wai|; showed that it contained
seized.
In this connectionit is proper to state that
delivery closes for tho day, they must lie
civil rights such as arc guaranteedby the pouover till next morning, and this delay fre- oeods BW,0^quartor6f.heat'
e1’
»»"*• ™o «"
ootnstitution against State aggression cannot be imALL SORTS.
quently fails to meet the object of the comgrain-importing
; parativelyrusty. The stone Is very hard.
paired by tue wrongful acts of Individuals unmunication. Out of this want of more speedy
supported by State authority, In the shape of
win *
I JUDOS Osnuss, of Un.woe coun.y hssap.
President Arthur pays taxes in Now delivery, have grown up in several large
laws, customs, or judicial or executive procities
private
enterprises,
which
arc
now
conprominently
forward
la
the
first rank at a pointed Josephus M. Robertson, of BlisifleU,
ceedings. The wrongful act of an Individual York on $285,000 worth of property.
ducted In competition with this service and
increasing year by year, and due to a special commissioner ta straighten,dean
unsupported by any such authority is simply a
A 100- year-old gentleman recently de- are divertingfrom tho legitimate revenues of pace
three causes, namely: Tho largo annual out, widen and deepen the river Raisin from
private wrong or crime of that individual— an
posited bis first vote at Kensington, Ct.
the department thousandsof dollars year- Increase of population,that more bread is
invasion of the rights of the injured party, it is
A Jersey calf ten inches high, and fourteen ly. Tho patronage bestowed upon them now consumed by tho people than formerly, the junction of its two branches in tho towntrue, whether they affecthis person, Ids property or his reputation;but, if not sanctioned in inches long, is the attraction of Brooksville, evinces a public demand for a more speedy and, lastly,that wheat cultivation, owing to i ship of Raisin, Lenawee oounty, to Its outlet
some way by the State, or not done under its Ky.
delivery of a certain class of correspondence. unromunerativo prices,Is yearly reduced,
Krie>
authority, his rights remain in full force and
„ ,
The cotton and sugar crop of the South To meet this want it is suggested that a spe- the wheat lands being either sown with other
may presumably be vindicated by resorts to
cial stamp be provided, which, when affixed cereals,or else turned into pasture land. | The principal event of last weekwas the
the laws of the State for redress. An individual this year is estimated at about half that ol
to a letter, whether local or otherwise,shall Even with tho most favored harvests,the killing of a large bear by Russell Fisher and
cannot deprive a man of his right to vote, to 1882.
the letter to Immediate deliveryup to homo crops do notaffordmorothanelx GeorgeMahn. The bears had been destroy
hold property, to buy and sell, to sue in kthe
During the past four weeks 2,500 negroes entitle
10 o'clock p. m. To provide for their delivery
supply, and tho remainder has to bo
courts, or to be a witness or Juror. He may, by
have left South Carolina for Arkansas and it is suggested that boys be employed, and re- months
looked for in importation; but still,with ing Fisher’s corn for some time, so they oonforce or Iraud, interfere with the enjoyment of
a right in a particular case. He may commit Texas.
quired to procure receipts from the party ad- these largo Imports, the price of wheat Is less .eluded to wale and watch, and, If possible,
. assault against a person, or commit murder, or
Italians at work near Roanoke, Genesee1 dressed, or some authorized person.
now than when England dependedmainly
At g O.clook th6
use ruffianlyviolence at the polls, or slander the county, N. Y., having caught a largo snake,
In view of tho excess of the lrecelptaof
good name of a feHow-citizen, but, unless pro- cooked and ate it
directly
In
front
of thohoureandlookup
postage on local matter alone over the cost of
tected Id these wrongful acts by some shield of
present
day
to
danger
of
suffering
from
to see what he ooald see. The boys saw more
During
lost
year
18,300
vessels
of
all Its delivery ($1,021,894),It seems the time has
State law or State authority, he cannot destroy
arrived when tho postage on local letters at dearth than In tho days of Its home supplies. ; ^an
did and shot an ounce ball between
or injure the right. He will only reader himself nationalities entered and cleared at Chinese
officeswhere tho carrier system Is In operaamenable to satisfaction or punishment, and porta, of which 14,337 were British.
,
probably HUed b.m, tbouph
tion
can
bo
reduced
from
2
cents
to
1
cent
amenabletherefore to the laws of the State
The North Nebraska Methodist conference
where the wrongful acts are committed.If the has resolved that any member who has fallen Such a reduction will surely result in a very only in exceptionallygood harvest years that they didn t oease firing until he stopped
principles of interpretation wo have laid down
large increaseIn local business.
the homo supply is sufficient for Its own re- trying to get away? He weighed 225 pounds,
into tho use of tobacco ought to desist.
arc correct,as^we deem them to be, it is clear
quirements, and during the last three un- 1 an(! they hauled him over here the next day
the law in questioncannot be sustaiued by any
Foreign capitalistshave Just bought n
favorable seasons a heavy Importation
, _
__
grant of legislativepower made to Congress by large tract of land in Southeastern Arkansas,
been required. Th6se imports are chiefly ob- f°r the P®opl« to see. There have been sovAND
WAGES.
the Fourteenthamendment.
said to contain 460,000,000 foot of timber.
tained from Russia and tho United States. ! eral others shot, but they managed to get
But the power of Congress to adopt and diAlexanderWillis, who claimed co be 113 The Senate Labor Committee Among the
In Germany, where agriculture may be awfty. Mr. Rangdel, Just west of here, shot
rect primary as distinguishedIrom corrective
considered as.of a high standard,even this
legislationon the subject li^ hand Is sought In years old, has died at Savannah, Ga. He
New Englanders,
country
is unable to support Its populationone’ struck it with his gun, and finally went
the second place from tho Thirteenthamend- voted for Washington at his second election.
[BostonTelegram.]
ment, which abolishes slavery and gives Conwith breadstuffsfrom its own supplies. These ! for it" with his knife, and even Jumped on
A Mexican planter employed 200 men to
gress power to enforcethe amendment by apSamuel D. Warren, a prominent and exten- supplies were in the first instanceentirely oband stobbed It repeatedly, but It bore
kill locustsfor him. Their wages amounted
propriate legislation. This amendment,as well
sive paper-maker, testified before the Senate
as the Fourteenth,is undoubtedly self-execu- to 8206.38, and they killed 317,000of the inHonrare"0" *K “k0Wl“ him off toward the bunbo., re be hod to lot go
tory without any ancillary legislation,so far as sects.
Labor committee to-day, and showed an ex1
and return homo minus his bear.-^rand
its terms are applicable to any existing state of
A Minneapolis man has paid $3,000 for cellent conditionof things among their laborTravcne Herald.
circumstances.By its own unaided force and medical treatment on account of a blto by his
ers In Maine. E. L. Davenport, a compositor,
TUE COLORED MAN’S RIGHTS.
effort it abolished slavery and establishedunidog, and yet has not sought satisfaction by thought grinding superintendents the greatCom/ng down on the road the other day
versal freedom. Still legislationmay be neceskilling the beast. ‘
est evil, and that employed children should
sary and proper to meet all the various cases
8outh.ro Kullroud to Bun S-P-'-'- from Bctrelt wa, a young woman who bad
and circumstances affected by it and to prescribe
They say that Carlyle’sghost, arrayed in be protected. M. H. Enwrlght, a grocer,
Cars for Negroes.
her heart ret on being tho first one to get off
proper modes of redress for its violationin letter white, haunts Chelsea at tho twil/ght hour, thought the Government ought to regulate
Senator Brown, as President of the State
or spirit, and such legislation may be primary and recentlyasked a little girl for “ a ’penn- the standard of wages, as manufacturers’
the cars at Owosso. The engine slacked tip a
road of Georgia, and head of the now Georgia
and direct in Its character, for the amendment ’orth o’ tobacco."
goods are protected while labor Is not.
little, and the young woman who was about
is not a mere prohibitionof State laws
Dr. T. W. Stow, of Fall River, said oper- railroad syndicate,sdys an Atlanta dispatch,
A party of Minnesotayoung women have
establishing or upholdingslavery, but an absoto give an eshibltlon of her agility In getting
atives
there
wore
physically
dwarfed
and
announces that his policy, under the
,
lute declarationthat slaveryor involuntary gone to tho Argentine Republic to teach
mentally wrecked by long hours, over-work, condition of things made by tho civil rights , off a traln of car8 '
tboy
•ervitude shall not exist in any part of the school, and they write back that their first
afid
starvation
wages.
The
tenements
are
decision, will be to bo more carefulthan ever ] were In motion, made her calculations, and,
United States.Now. concedingfor the sake of Impressions are pleasant.
poor, ventilationbad, and facilities despicargument that admission to an inn, m public
Washington Territory is excited over able. He favored the breakingup of land, that coloredmen shah have full rights upon ' atrlking an attitude about as graceful as that
conveyance, or place of public amusement
the
appearanoe
of
a
wild
woman
who
appears
on equal terms with all other d izens Is the
money and transportationmonopolies. Thos.
! >* * -o-.
->*<- “
"O* or
tight of every man and all classes of men, is it in the forests near small settlements occa- O. Donald, a Fall River spinner, earned $1.60 white ladies nor to invade upon white , ening chickens,she let herself go. Before
sionally.
She
has
long
streaming
hair,
and
is
any more than one of those rights which the
a day and bad worked not half the time. people who do not desire their society, She got through with tho acrobatic act she
. States by the Fourteenth amendment are forclothed In rags.
Many Fall River laborers are obliged to dig
bidden to deny to any person, and is the constionro«r w“0teraT„d
In U,. -J.-eryp.rto,
A St. Louis jury requiredonly five minutes clams and get their driftwood to eke out a
tution violated until the denial of right has
to find that shaving is a work of necessity, living. Senator Blair said his story was too for both races, where they can travel com- j her frame had pounded the soft earth. The
some State sanotlon or anthority? Can the to
of a mere individual, the owner of an inn, pnb
and that the barbers who had been arrested accursedly true. There were several other fortablyand safely. Conductorson bis trains, 150 people who stood about tho depot were In
He conveyance,or place of amusement in refus- on the charge of violating Missouri's Sunday less important wltnessqs.
under his orders,will no more permit
amazement at the whirlwind of sand,
ing accommodation be Justly regardedas impos- law were not guilty.
bustle, huh*, stripedho*, ribbon .«d
ing any badge of slaveryor servitude upon the
applicant, or only as inflictingan oi'dlnary civA YOUNG gentleman, fresh from tho other
AMONG OCR EXCHANGES.
His orders will be stringent to conductors to line thkt'was taking place at the rear end of
il injury properly cognisable by the laws of the
side and wearing his knees and elbows in the
see that colored people paying the same price the oars. When tho momentum had ceased
State and presumablysubject to redress by letter A style, remarked, in tho Museum
A California farmer has raised three
those laws until the contrary appears?
grounds In Central Park: “No, I don’t care
, *»<> *0
form oftbe misguided youn* wom.n
watermelonsweighing 104, ninety-eightand1
After giving to these questlona all the oonaldto look at the beasts. They, are so beastly,
feront cars. Senator Brown 6aid a little com- lay In a disorderedheap on the ground, the
oration which their importance demands, we
and elghty-ftmrpounds.
J
are forced to
the 'conclusion
oonclusionthat such an
in act t f you
to the
A large cougar killed and partiallyde- mon sense, with a deilrt to do what IS JUitln , crowd rushed to her asslstaaoe. “Are you
reiusal lias nothing to do witfilttvery or involJames Wilson, who dwells- near Thames- voured a 2-year-old bull belonging to Charles tho premises,would regulatethe whole mat- hurtr tlCail yoa Btand?" and similar quesuntary servitude, and that If it is violative of
.
i
vllle, Mldh., drilled several holes for water, King, of Whatoom, Washington Territory, re- ter to the satisfaction of both races, and, so
any right of a party, his redress Is to be sought
far as his road, was concerned, it was his de- 1 tlons wore asked her, but she made po reply,
and
his
2-year-old
son
fell
through
one
of
the
cently.
under the law of the State, or. If those laws are
termination to see that justice was done to j She soon recovered from the shook, however,
adverse to his rights and do not protect him, his holes Into a cave twenty-five feet deep. A
Roosevelt street. New York, has suddenly
i and her first thought was her “ bangs." Both
rope
with
a
loop
was
let
down,
and
after
reremedy will be found in the corrective legislation
become famous as the residence of the only
which Congresshas adopted or may adopt for peated efforts tho loop was carried over the
hands flew to her forehead to examine the
man
in the United States who owns a white
counteractingthe effect of the State laws or child's head and under his nose. He was
| conditionof the gorilla-likefringe that was
monkey.
State action prohibited by the Fourteenth drawn out.
amendment. It would benmnlng the alavery arThe stomach of a dead cow that was owned
The Russian Grand Duke Alexis will pass - hanging there. She adjusted it, and then r»-;
gument into the gronnd to make it apply to every
In the neighborhood of the old copper mine toy M. Kennedy, Of Wallingford,Ct, contained
the winter in
{marked, “Pm all right.’’ Her hat was found
act of discrimination which a person may see fit at PhenixviUe, Ga., George Fennel stunned a a steelyardweight a nut screw, the blade of
Th*
Emperor
of Austria weighs 143 pounds, :about twenty foot ftom the spot where dire
os to a guest be will entlrtatn or as to tfcajx*ple snake with a blow from a stone, and then ran
a knife and a king-bolt
he will take Into his coach, or cab. or oar. or and jumped on him. The snake revived,and,
wbUe bl.wK.tip.
j MIlftulon
which
In the year 1872 the consumption of copper
admit to his concert or theater, or deal within coiling Itself about his leg, snapped it like a
in the United States wasS84, 000,000 pounds,
.. ftrnh uothiu*
other matters «f intercourse or business. Innpipe-stem. A friend came to the rescue and
keepersand public carriers by law in all States,
and since that time it has steadily increased.
| to happroM. .
beat
the
snake
off, when It retreateddown an
so far as we aa aware, are bound to the extent
Last year it was 77,009,000.
•f their faciUtJss to furnish proper aocomoda- old shaft-hols^ It was fifteen feet long.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

& BAITGS,

Buoklen’iArnica Sain.

Fillmore Items,

^
HVHecLioinee.

Messrs. Fairbanks * Lowing,
The greatest medical wonder of tbe
STREET,
proprietors,
has
been
shat
down
for
a
week
world.
Warranted to speedily cure Burns,
H. ROGERS, Editor.
OppositeVan Raalte’s shoe store, will furnish you with any article you may wish in
while a new foundation was being pnt under the Bruises, Cuta, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
thelineof
.
engine. The mil! is running again as asual and la Sores, Cancers, Piles. Chilblains, Corns,
Saiurday,
3,
1883.
receiving a large amoont of patronage, grlats com- Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erupi*
and
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
ing even from Hamilton to the mill.
If certain Manistee lumber and nrill
or money refunded. 35 cents per box. A
OoNsiDiBiBLi trouble Is being had id one of
men cannot get the Chicago and West the school districtsof the town. The people are positivecure for pile*. For sale by H.
Low Prices as any Dealer in the State.
Michigan or the Flint and Fere Marquette finding fault with the teacheron account of bis Walsh.
railroad companies to build a road to cer* yoath and Inexperience.
Bring your Physician'sPrescriptionsto us If you wish to haye them prepared
Iain big lumber tracts In Lake county,
promptly and carefully aud at modersle prices.
Thk Star

EIGHTH

Mills,

WILLIAM

,,

November

ID

they will soon

go

probably. They have over a billion

feet

want hauled out.—

Hem.

Evening

Grand Haven Items,

at the job themselves,

of pine up there they

Rkduckd excursion

rates to the Detroit

Dr. Emily Pagblson left last Monday
for Omaha, Neb., where she intends to

the exhibition having been postponed until

that time. Each of the ten railroads

centering at Detroit

have

treated the Art

Loan Exhibitionwith the greatest
ality, having

given round

liber-

trip tickets, in-

cluding a coupon of admission to the exhibition, at

a

fare

and a third, and having

given extremelylow rates for special ex
cursions worked up by churches and soci-

eties.

.

It is rumored that Geo. L. Steams is
going to rebuild bis plaining mill and
wind-mill factory somewhere hear the

The schooner Mary Nau, of Chicago,
loaded with lumber from While Lake,
twisted her rudder head and blew her
mainsail away during the gale on last
Tuesday morniug and, about half past
two, went on the beach south of the pier.
The crew were all saved by the assistance
of the life-savingcrew, but lost nearly all
of their clothing. The vessel, whlcn is
quite old, has become a total wreck.
Much disaster is feared on the Lake. Six
propellersand over twenty schooners,
many of them loaded, sought shelter here
during the gale.
Neighboring News.

the practice of his profession, where

his ability as a physician will

undoubtedly

give him plenty of business. Dr. Yates

and are agents for the Sherwln Williams Prepared Paints.

Holland. Mich., Oct.

the

A&y.—PlainweUIndependent

Church Item with the Servioee for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.

THE ONLY

Reformed
Church, on Thursday, at 7:30, apd Bible
Exposition on Wednesdte^SO p. m.
Subjects: Morning, “Tire commandment of God: Seek ye my face.” Afterprayer meeting with the Third

noon, “The words of Christ’s spirit and
life.

Hope Reformed

Church— Services at

p.m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Subjects:Morniug, “The power of a

Dealer la-

Jewelry, Welches,

“Holland Colony”

GOOD HEWS!
of

Silretiut, Pliteinrs, aid faicj Good),

littleschooner Experiment,

which

The

ever displayed tn this City.
at

HOLLAND LANGUAGE.

REDUCED PRICES!

D. As M. R. R. Lands.

Chronic Lassitude.

There are

giving an extra discount to all

Dated. Jane

certain characteristics con-

Now

W

J?£fv OctStL, FULL LINE

conducted by Rev. R. Duiker, of Grand

resting himself, and arrive on time at sun-

down, cool, calm, and collected, without
sweat under the collar or laid

The professional lazy man seems
drink, and sleep with as

much

to eat,

gusto

and

tang froid as his fidgety brother with the

Haven.

high pressure anatomy and patent double
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.
cylinder, fast perfecting* hygienic appaJ. A. De Bruyn. Pastor. Services at 9:30
talus, who gets hot in the box, and wears
a. ra., 2aod7:30p. ra.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
Geone, Pastor. Services at 10 :30 a. m.,
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday scluml at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
Subjects: Morning, “Wreckers” Evening, “The great emtncipulhtn.” All
the seats are free.”

and grinds and cuts his life away

like

a

machinery. The fact of
tbe businessis, the man of bustle wears
his life away for the want of the oil of
rest. The lazy man just soaks along like
a handfui ol cotton waste in the oil cup
piece of misfit

ot a

for

0.

He— (Kisses) that.

change was his poor health which he ' She— Oh, my. Was that lightning!
hoped would be benvAtted uy the removal.
He— Did you get it, dearest!
Remarks were also made by Revs. StefShe—
Yes, love— cool and distant, but
fens, Kremer. and Mr. Jacob Deo Herder.

ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood

Better wagon in everyway,
wad will mat ha undersold ¥y amyous.

and Examine.

Call

Alsu keeps on hand aline of

enrichingand renewing tbe blood, and restoring Its vitalising power.
During a long period of unparalleledusefulness, Atu’s Sarsaparilla has proven
its perfect adaptationto tbe cure of all dl»-

V

strongly

will

dispose of at reasonable prices

--Gar

a highly concentrated exand other bloodpuiifylng roots, combined with Iodide
of Potassium and Iron, and la tbe safest,
most reliable,and moat economical blood-

stock

of-—

Ml],
Is

of lb** finest qualitr; we also have Gesta'
Hoee of all kinds.

-A

German

the Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
1 have suffered for many years.
W. H. Moobe.”

Durham,

Open and Top

fall

line of-—

Knitting Yarns.

Buggies,

la.,

March

A fresh stock of

2, 1882.

“Eight years ago I had an attack

always on hand.
of

. g.

Bheamatlam so

severe that I could not
dress, without help.
1 .tried several remedies without much If
ally relief, until I took Atxb’s Sabsapabilla, by the use of two bottles of which I
waa completely cured. I have not been
troubled with the Rheumatismsince.
Have sold large quantities of your
Saesapabilla,and it still retains its
wonderful popularity. The many notable
cures it has effected In this vicinity convince me that It Is the best blood mediclns

move from the bed, or
And a nice assortment of Baggiesfor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on tbe way coming.

AI^O AGENT FOR

BATH PLATFORM SPRING

WORKS.

WAGON

J. FLIEMAN.
Holland, Mich., April 14. 1883. 20-ly
people are

wars oa tbe lookou t
kt changes to Increasetheir
earnlngH, and in time become
wealthy: those who do not Im
at

WISE!

prove their opportunitiesre-

main tn poverty. We offer a
chance to make money. We want many

men, women, boys and girls to work for us in their
own localities.Any one can do tbe work properly

ble

soothing

which we

tract of Sarsaparilla

sver offered to the public.
E. F. HAmBis.”
River St, Buekland, Mass., May 13, 1882.

“Last March I was so weak from general debilitythat I eould not walk without
help. Following the advice of a friend, 1

commencedtaking Ateb’s Babsapabilla,
and before I had need three bottles I felt
as well as I ever did in my Ilfs. I have
been at work now for two months, and
think yonr Babsapabillathe greatest
blood medicine in the world.

James Matxabd.”
New York, July 19, 1882.
Ateb’s Babsapabilla euros Scrofula
and all Scrofulous Complaints,Erysip620 West 42d St.,

elas, Eczema, Ringworm, Blotches,
Bores, Boils, Tomors, and Eruptions of
the Skin. It clears the blood of all impurities, aids digestion, stimulates the action of
the bowels,and thus restores vitality and
strengthens the whole system.

PBEPABED BY
Dr.

J

.

C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,

Mass.

Sold by all Druggists; price SI, six bottles,15.

van putten $ soNe

Holland, Mich.,

8ept. 80. 1883.

AYER’S

Ague Cure
contains an antidote for nil mnlnrlul disor-

ders which, to far at known, is used in no othar
remedy. It contains no Quinine, nor any mineral
nor deleterious substance .whatever, and oonseouently produce* no Injurious effect upon the constitution,but leaves the system as healthy as K
was before the attack. *
WE WARRANT AYER'S AGUE CURB la
sure every case of Fever and Ague, Intermittent
er Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb Ague,
Bilious Fever, aud Liver Complaint caused by
malaria. In ease of failure, after due trial, dealers are authorised, by our circular dated July
1st, 1882, to refund the money.

Dr.

J.

C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,
Sold by all DruggMs.

1883.

Mate.

Dissolution Notice,
The co-part tier»hlpheretofore existing betweea
Williams. Moll* Hiici Jehu De Boer hi* this day
her n dissolved by mutual consent. I he hn*lneva
will be hereafter conductedby John De Boer,
t Dated October Ift, 188-1.

W.W.C. MKLI8,
J.

FALL AND

DEBOER.

WINTER. 1884.

IMIILLIItTEJiR/Y
CLOAKINGS

AND FANCY

GOODS,

BONNETS. HATS. FEATHERS.
POMPONS, BIRDS’ WINGS, ORNAMENT^ LACES, NECKWEAR, VELVET, SATIN, MOURNING
GOODS. CRAPE.

DRY GOODS

Ot’R Main street l« being gravelled.

d Grts'Mmtr

Mis’

weakened

Inflammatory Bheamatlam Cured,
Ateb's Sakbapabillabaa cured me of

STEKETEE&BOS,

embracing all the latestand beat made fabrlca

CI-«

iking, Fur Trimming, CtrcuUra, Ulalere,D.'lmun*, Jacket*.

lettm trom those using

and cleansing and
the scalp, Us use cannot he trio
recommendid.

A large assortment of

;

“

DRY GOODS STORE

often curing baldness,

Table Linen

expelling the blood-poisons from tbe system,

•

.

Flannels, and

purifierand blood-foodthat can be used.

GROCERY

jTbb grain elevatoi of Walsh & Hon is
Ayer’a Hair Vigor attest iu value as -a rebeing moved to tbe west end oi town
and will be converted into a Bakery storer of gray hair to its uatuial color.
which will be run by Mr. K. Workman As a stimulant and tonic, preventing and

Dress Goods,

vitality. It is

NEW

of

WINTER

disorders caused by a thin and impover-

all

eases originating In poor blood and

Maine.

land his permanent residence.

Van Patten & Sons,

Bheamatlam, Nenralgl*, Rheumatic Gout, General Debility, Catarrh, and

J. Flieman

>

I

1882. 48-1*

-—^-constatingof—*—

Offers hts snpurlor made wagons Jmt ss cheap as
anybody self them in Zeeland,and claims that
they are a

of which there were organiz itlon the Knights of the Maccabees from the firstsurt. The baslnes« will pay more
about seventy, paid their compliments
then ten times ordinary wages. Expensiveoutfits
seems to be a success. Mrs. A. Thomp- famished
free. No t. e who engages fails to make
and bad an unusually good lime. Mr
money rapidly. You an devote your whole time
Vyn and family intend making their fu- son, widow of the late John C. Thompson to
Ihe work, or oaty yonr spare moments. Full In
ture home in Newberue, N. C. They will of Saginaw received u draft for $1,000, the formation and all that is needed sentfree.Address
«-ly
be missed very much by every one in this amount lo which she was eutitied from llie BTINHON A CO., Portland.
village. Mr. Vyn came to this place in
order, one w eek from the date of his death.
IN THE
1860, when there were only two stores in
the village and which comprised all The K. O. T. M. has been organized as a
the buisiness d »ne here at that time. separate state endow ment district for two
He built u saw mill, and he him- )ears. The membership has increased from
self blew the first steam whistle in this
neighborhood. This enterprise was one 700 to 2,600 and only five deaths have oc— .-»—-AND- —
of the first to give our town a start. A curred. Life insurance statisticsshow
few year* after this he started a pump that the lowest death rate among 1,000 good
manufactory which he run success u ly insurable risks in this state is six annually.
for t ime years. He next built the Unity
Flour MUls for Messrs. Keppel, Haitsma The average membership in llie K. O. T.
A Co., which gave our farmers an opening M. during the past year lias been about
for the sale of their grain Mr. Vyn paid 1,200, and according lo the experienceof C.
out every winter for logs thousands nt
Itte insurance companies and beneficiary
dollars and by his enterprise kept many
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
men employed He also d<me an exten- societiesthey ought U> have had at least 15
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
sive lumlieriug business in the northern deaths,but only had five. This shows care- of Groceries,-always of th# Freshestand Purest,
part of the State Mr. Vyn hasnurebased fulness in the tbe selection of members. bat also all kinda of Farmers Prod are, Provisions.
Etc., Etc.
a 8,000 acre farm 17 miles from Newberue,
Only three assessmentshave been made,
which he intends to look after, he will
feetde, however Iff ihe eUy. Tn leaving
Also a very large and assorted stock o f
here Mr. Vyn car lies with him the best there Is still a balance sufficient to pay two
wishes of this entire community, and your m ire. This is certainly a splendidrecord
correspondentonly hopes that the climate
and allows that the K. O. T. M. furnishes
of bis new home may prove so beneficial
WbWh we intend to keep as complete as posai
lo bit health that be may again make Zee- 11 e Insurance at a trifling cost.
vicinity,

1,

DRY GOODS,

AYER’S
anrea

great

mutual insurance

fitock. No

BREYMAN.

O.

G.

Sarsaparilla

:

Hundreds

Come and examine our
trouble to show Goods.

FALL AND

AND

Sitting by Tiliphoni29th, some
forty relativesand friends of Mr. and Mrs.
G.Vyo spent a pleasant even'ng at th- i tat*
An eavesdropper “took this off’’ the
idence in this village. Mr. Yyn it one of other morning when the thermometer
oar most prominent and respected citizens
and the gathering waa caused by his con- stood ten below
He (in Lyons)— Is that you. dearest!
templated removal from our midst.
Among the guests present was Rev. N. M.
Site (In Clinton)— Yes, love.
Steffens, of Holland. Mr. Vyn made a
He— Put the mouth piece to your lips.
short address In which he expressedhis
She—
Yes, what!
regrets at leaving this vicinityand stated

represented.

Holland, Mich , Jho.

Our popular wagon manufacturer

box car axle.

All expressed regretsat his being obliged so sweet Call again.
m leave this locality. On Tuesday evening, the 80th, the young people of the
K. O. T. M.— For &

BOSMAN.
1881 W-Sm.

W.

the chance

Monday evening, October

to hisHnaklngthis

J.

Mn-n.. Oct.

Hot

Goods are warranted

to be just as

TIE TIME FOR GOOD BARGAINS.

Farmers.

Zeeland Itetn*.

that the cause that led

IS

OF GOLD PENS.

Have opened a completeline of

akin to

day acbool at 3:45. Prayer meeting at having ow
a hair.
7 :30. Wednesday evening, expllca lion of
the Bible at 7:30. The services will be

NOW

1881

Subjects: Morning, M Obedience better breakfast. The man suffering trom
than sacrifice.” Afternoon. “The signs chronic lassitude will keep still, keep cool,
keep la ihe shade, put in a full day’s work
and seals of the covenantof grace.”
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. ra. Sun-

All the

is

identicalspot on which he started off after

Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

SPECTACLES
—aud a—

Holland, Michigan
§0tf

is

also keep on hand a large assortment of

wu«

VAN HCHELVBN,

G.

on respect and

greatly
I

was

7:30.

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m.,

year I will aill

DIAMOND RINGS

a farmers dinner last
week at Dennison. The farmer's wile

3:45.

D.

this

lln the

stole

feeling which borders

Rev.

Rea-

sonable Prices.

By the provisions of an act of .the late session
of the tegislatnro,
all persons holding title by deed
or Contract to any of the D. A M. K. H. lands, socalled. from either Bowes, Gould or Griswold, up
had prepared the dinner and went out vis- on making certain proof, will be entitledto a
iting. While away Mr. tramp appeared patent from the state for mch lands.
Persons having perfectedtheir tlt'e under the
and helped himself, not only to the dinact of 1881 and paid up back taxes, may recover
ner, but to a satchel and a suit of clothes. part of such taxes trom the state.
Special attention will be given to the settlement
property
recovered but the
of all such claims on reasonable terras.
tramp escaped.
Communications either in person or by letter
promptlyattended to.

A tramp

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

Church—

Silver Watches at

The largestassortment of

and 2 p. ra. Sunday School at

A Co.

DIAMONDS,

W. B0SMAN. Gold and

On account of the poor crops

Five or six little boys of Coopersville
stole some w hiskey, cigars and money out
of a saloon in that burg last week.

awe. Your double geared fidgely
man will spin all day like a top and run
down in the cool of the evening on the

Third Reformed

and

CLOTHING STORK

deavor.

nected with a lazy man which are admirChristianlife.” Evening, “The serpent able. They excite in the twanging,jinef brass.” Congregationalsinging led by gling breasts of the nervously fidgety a

village

agaUhe

for

J.

Neatly and Promptly

10:30 a. m., and 7:80

the choir. All are welcoms.

16-ly.

PRINTED IN THE

Ionia counly, in the vicinity of Portis aeitated over.a poisoning case.

The

BANGS.

<0

Otto Breyman

ENGLISH PAPER

land,

laid on the bar at Saugatuck for several
days, was carried inside by the heavy sea
Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. in.,
on last Wednesday, and is now lying
and 2 p. ra. Sunday School 8:30. Weekly water-loggedwith a line to the pier.

First

10th,

was located in Plain well,

physician, and familiar with the improved

methods of

1883.

KREMERS

News

Holland City

Coopersville is trying to organize an
and proved himself a careful, reliable AgriculturalSociety. A creditableenfor several years

also carry a full stock of

BRUSHES, PAINTS, OILS. AND VARNISHES,

JOB PRINTING

Dr. 0. E. Yates has moved to Holland
for

Wo

Subscribe for the

locate.

Art Loan Exhibition will continue to be Chicago and West Mich. R'y depot.
given until November 10th, the closing of

srs

ul

Infants’Cloaka and Clothing a Specialty.

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
I

FARMERS* PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
('.

BTIKKTEE A

HotLAip,
loLU-l Oet. 1 Mb. 1880.

BOB.

_

Zephyr, Hoola, Worsted,

Yum,

Can ran, Eto.

LAS. MKT.
VAN DEN BERGE,
WOtn-AJND l-HOH.

EIGHTH

STik

\

Market Dat

in this city

Market Dat

November 14.

JOTTINGS.

day. ..

Ir.you want first-cltojob printing call
at the

Potatoes are brioeing 55 cents.

Newb

in Zeeland,

next Wednes-

TOU CANNOT

. .....

Four weeks from next Thursday Is

office.

E.

Thanksgiviug.

Wb hsd

Mrs. C. Dr Jong, who has been visiting

tbundentorm last Monday

a

evening.

understandthat Mr.

L.

Rumor

now

a resident of this

West vacant brick

says that the Chicago and

Mich. R’y will be extended farther down

Chief of Police at Muskegon.

store on the corner of River

Dry Ooods & Groceries,

hie office into it next spring.

Mr. C. L. Waring, one of our genial

the duties of Gen. Sherman,

who

You

has been

A Grand Haven

Ladles and Oentlemena

List of letters remaining in the Post

girl recentlyrefused

an offer of marriage

Ten Brink, of Overisel, well
known in this Colony, became violently
insane on Monday, October 22. The
cause is supposed to be religion. He was
J.

on

ground

the

Fine Shoes, Boots, and
Slippers.

nal has been invited to address the next

her father bad too large a family to sup-

Undertakers Convention at the Lansing

port already. Large families are a char-

House.—

Grand Haven.

Next Tuesday

evening,

Ai.

It

seems

to us that

November 6,

would make

at

a

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

the or-

which

Bcardslee,of takers to labor on.

NO. 48, EIGHTH STREET.

College

ill

Water
we were six months ago. We
doubt If our city will ever be supplied now in a fair way for a speedy recovery.
The following advance in freight rates,
with that much talked about improvement
Yesterday morning the night expres^i incidentto the close of navigation,was
to our commonwealth.
train did not arrive until

Dr Vries has added

11

stead of 5:25 the usual time.

to bis

The

-Dealer In

__

at least.

sit

day had

its usual atleudancc

of ‘•drunks’’

Tns Church and Panonagc at Ehe'SS? ^"d <1runkca t)r“*ls' So“'e o' lho
which was burned 4nwn last summer, ha. fV“ 'W"
"fre in allend‘,lcc 8nd tehees rebuilt. The buildieg committee ,i<V»u'di0 a W1'’ ,,ne or lhc,I, *l'Uu)s
hare accepted the ‘job and hare given the Prf'T bl*dlJ' l"indled- We underslflnd
contractor» certlflcate,or recommend,
be i9sued r°r ,be ,,rresl
for the faithful aud efficient manner
or fiHem of the Drenll.e boj.

^

ass,

--

which he performed the

-

Our new

work.

y

^

Jt

is

not often that business men

ots above named

and the roof

|i

is

all done

Wen

feel

a great extent,

:

and the White,
King of all Sewing Machine*
the world.

The

follows: To

alj

25, 20, 15, 12^,

10,

list

of petit jurors

November term

of the Circuit

is

the

Court: Allendale, Elery G.

o. j.

City

yesterdaymorning was an-

other warning to our

Common

id Loo; Jamestown,C.

made in the matter ol
Water Works fbr our city. Fifteen
the business to Messrs. Van Oort, Witvliet
thousand dollars worth of propertywu
&Co., the Co. being L. Beeuwkeswho
consumed by the fismes, end our fire dehas been employed in this city for • numthat baste should be

C. Metis, Mr. G. J. Diskems, has sold

partment perfectly powerless to help

ber of years as a tinsmith. The firm com-

The loss

menced business yesterdayafternoon and
as they are good business

ik nearly

meo we have no

would seem that

doubt but what they will be successful in

this lassitude

of

Council was rather expensive to our

their undertaking.

There

Haring

the shipping interests in this vicinity

except that of the Schooner Mary Nau,
which went on the beach and was broken

Grand Haven. The crew wa«
at Grand Haven washed

to pieces at

[stey,

We

g

was unable to
the piers on

the lamp

light

terms before purchasing elsewhere.

GBO.T. Mo'JLUHE,
Cor. of Bleventhand Hirer alreets,

lights there were

all

and can assure oar patrons that the Lailpar
chased of os, Is perfectly pore and of fine qialitf.
O.J. VAN DURBN A OO.
HoixaMO. Mich., Feb. 15. 1888.

Holland. Mich

ranters & sons, WM..

the

Among the many improvementstfiat
made within our city during
this season, we cen mention that of the

DCALBRS

have been

city

one, both for the shippers and for the

"combination” can
R’y.

The Ohio Central runs through the coal

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

IN

•AND

freight

freight house was a very disadvantageous

company.

In view of this fact,

and

STOVES,

—

HARDWARE.

as

the old depot bad to be repaired, they

call tbs attention of ail to the

Early

last Saturday

morning the

tele-

city

the company possesses, we think tbet a

fields, sud will cer-

brief description of it will prove of In-

and the coveted coal

this

tainly result advantageouslyfor

and immedistely>etto work dressing

in more ways than

the poles, and otherwise preparingfor the

ihe rumor

construction of our telephone exchange

By Thursday morning the poles were

will form a trunk line between this place

is

one.

our

In connectionwith

FOR

city terest to our readers. The buildingis 180

Let us hope that feet in length end 24 feet

true.

wide. On

side of the building, toeing the track,

1,

exchange

in

Monday

forenoon.

running order by

We

will

Fire! Fire! Fire! Ever since the big BrelBbiI'PlnS

the/ have

of 1971 our people have been more

omce 14124 feell ,rmn ,hl* f'*0™'
or leu on thf n"rlb 8idl! nf ,‘b« building, la the

rather j

metropolitan.

n„|

|,c

Wednesdayin mind,
<mMhe
Father O’Connor, the much abused slumbers of the people, that they were
cx-Catbolicpriest from El Faso, III., demore or lei>s Irlghiencd at this time. The
|

gale of Tuesday and

1

aud the

livered a lecture in the .MethodistChurch
of thi« city on

Wcdncpday evening last.

fitted

won lered at then that with the
fire alarm breaking in

up with

tables

and chairs for

ENTIRELY NEW

Holland, Mich,, May
in

s

a room 18x24

for the rtorage of

feet

which

is

to b* used

public to call and examine and

mom.

contained. From those who were on the

The

“NEW IDEAL"

make

the depot

square coal stove proved a perfect success

of

mission

is

lut year and has not been altered.

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

M

Weed Hntin^

fas

in a community

like thia. Tke price of admission

wu

low, only 15 cents, and the "Father’’ did
not i>«)txe very

much from

bis lecture.

-

Stairs,

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings

Brackets, etc.

made and

furnished.

wu 5,964,508 pounds, that forRemember we
amounted warded amounted to 2,029,447. The

companies, and io

all

his too superstitious

certainly not

ished and completed.

insurance was September

to $5,500 as follows: In the Franklin average amonnt of money received per
and priest confiding coantrymen,"bis $2,000; Home, $2,000; and in the North day for freights is $100. The agent, Mr.
off the necks

for all

kinds of buildings fin-

-

tainly no credit to the lecturer. His years. As it was tne fire department ex- freight room. This, however, we believe
priestly style of oratory wu too confoundperienced great difficulty iu preventing will be done tn the near future. The tonnage
ing for a Protestantaudience to ap- the spread of the flames. The loss is es- of freight received during the month of

from

HUNTLEY,

feet,

mass of flames when first discovered^
rambling cant, consisting msinly of abuse The wind was calm or we would have perfect,is the raising of the grade of
on the institutions of Ihe Catholic Church.
sustained a more serious conflagration Seventh street so that wagons can more We have an endless variety, all sixes and
The lecture lacked argument and wu cer- than bu visited onr city for a number of readily be loaded from the floor of the
.prices.

In three

1888. 14-ly

Estimates given

The daily average of cars loaded

thing that is necessary to

The

JAS.

be convinced.

ol

preciate.If the "reverend ex-Fatber’’ timated si $15,000.

10,

design and operation. We request the

unclaimed freight. This

leaves a
fire in the ton-

a

desires to "help take the Catholic yoke

TEN HAGEN.

the west end, or office part of the building,

reverend father” itlll bore the signs of spot the first we are led to believe that and unloaded is 12. Seven men are emhis late ill usage at Berlin, Ibis county,
ployed in the freight house aud they are
the fire originated in the engine room, as
and was evidently not much embarassed that part of the building was a complete all of gentlemanlydeportment. The only

on account thereof. His lecture wu

Wm.

the

freight,
is filled
Ml, .uhjccl w,.: “Why 1 beeme » >
Prlol. Why I ceiiscd tu be one.’’ The , 0l(|)pi,n& Ik.rlsd,‘ Le„lier ('..mpney Howe platform truck scale with a capacity
.odience. which eboul h»lf dlled lbe | Tlje tannerJ. WM enllrely cnn,umcd by for webbing 2,600 pounds. Six cars can
church, were evidently there more out of
be loaded at one lime from this freight
the flames togeiiierwith all the stock it

curiosity than for information. The "ex-

place of bail

accommodation of the putilic. Off from

large of 80x24
with
alarm was occasioned by
oery
the old H'dland Leather Company
^ delivering and the re
and
up with a
whlch rew.n,ly purchwed by Ihe ceiving of
a

my

ON EIGHTH STREET.

one of the finest little exchange/ in the on the alert for this cry of fire at this sea- private office of the agent and his sssis*
State. The poles hung with the numerous son of lho year, and especially when the tank and is 12x14 feet. On the south side,
wires, adds greatly to the appearance of wind is blowing a little ‘‘fresh.’'It is adjoining the agent’s office, is a room

our town,— makes things look

place of bosloeee.

Don’t fall to drop into

'>«

to-njjfljtor

my

It bears the old reliablename, but Is

">«

ycV
awokennl

1888.

a

Bktwkkk Iwn and liTree o’clock
Pll,'(urm18 rtcl wide r,’r
°r
set and ready for the wire, which was day morning nur people were
At tbo loulh nc.t end U ibe puby the diatom loot Of » steam wbUtlei He entrance to lb, office,. At the weal
rapidly put on. Mr. Glass, the gentleman
In charge of the work, expects to hVe our shortly followed by the .larming cry of\ e"d 1,r
i«‘hc bill room, or
all

fine

ness, one door cut of the City Bakery,

the
is

A large and very

POOL BOOM

"combination” for the C. & W. M. R’y to Fish and Seventh streets,near the old
make. In the event of this rumor being "Allegan depot.” As this new freight
true, it can readily be seen that Ihe system house is undoubtedly the best one that

phone construction gang arrived in

FINE-1

ETC,

of eastern Ohio and Western Penn- concluded to change the location and sesylvania and is certainly a ?ery desirable lected the present site, on the corner of

right.

—

CHOICE LIQUORS

fields

oi’.ier

TEN HAGEN
dealer in^

stances and that

at the end or

Wednesdayuight. The

We make

rown; Zeeland,Wm. De Pree,

Ohio Central is in straightenedcircum-

man

(Le light-house and the light-house

“call.”

It

plainly saw that the location of their

piers to

A

>ltMe est), •xsmlne goods, and ascertain prices
afld

W. Knight; Spring Lake,
1 D. Ooslerhoff;Tallmadge, John
A. Turner; Wright, Stewart L.

About Ibis time the railroad authorities

& W. M.

n

Intend to keep our market supplied with the

A Fallow,

IRCir A3XT

Olive, Henry Liersema,

talked of newly con-

this

opened the “City Meat Market’’

lately re

best end choicest meats that can be proofed.

Chase,
Tailor

Arnold,

structed railroad. It appears that the

easily be effected by the C.

saved. The sea

away ihe elevatedwalk over the

much

4 CO., Prop's

binson, Jss.

it.

is a very plausible rumor in th«

buying this

to

Heat Market,

ot this city to gire

. -'-And the-*

depot of the Chicago and West
southern part of this State, all along the Michigan R’y which was recently comblew a gale from the west and northwest.
line of the Michigan and Ohio railroad, pleted. It will be remembered by many
On Wednesday evening the wind was
that the Chicago and West Mich. R’y and of our readers that an accidentcame near
blowing at the rate of forty miles an hour
the Ohio Central road tfill combine in entirely demolishing the old depot.
In this locality.We heard of no accidents
Last Tuesday and Wednesday the wind

vbrrb.

in the First Ward, we kindly tnrile the ettlesas

Pierce; Polkton, Zobcdiah Hill;

aa much as the whole

system of Water Works would coat.

Town;

isba

W.

durbn, w. van dbr

VAN DUREN

Norcross;

n; Holland town, R*>elof Everts, Dirk

Council

WYNHOFK.

1883.

& Bach,

Blendon,Claus Lamke; Chester, Fredenk

and 2d Wards, Fred Albers; Grand
ley, the contractor, says that the inside vnaker, J. Flieman, from laying in a good
Haven City, 3d and 4th Wards, E. G.
work will be pusbad with energy and that Lock of swell and square back cutters,
Bell, John Mieras; Grand Haven town,
the building will shortly be ready for oc- /which be will undoubtedly sell. They are
James Edwards, G. H. Seymour; Holland
oupiney. When completed our city fatb- beauties. Call and see them.
City, John Van Landegend, Isaac Cap«rs will have first-class accommodstioas

van

14,

aud lh« beet tn

1st

assignee of the hard ware stock of

__

Weber, Fischer, Decker <fc Son,
Pease, Krannach

following

Holland, June

Alao agent fur

10.

town, Lcitsa Decker; Grand Haven City,

being pnt on. Mr. Hunt- Lr our enterprisingwagon and carriage

fire of

_

per pound

cts.

B.

Wheeler & Wilson, Singer,

Reister;Crockery, Peter Ross; George-

a failure.But this fact does not de-

Tna

,

40

Goods delivered free of charge,

10.

for the

good at this time of the year, especially

City Hall is rapidly nesnil^ when the crops have, to

completion. The brick work

is

only.

class, 15;

13; sixth class, 10; grain,

He summer tariff was as

"f

in

30; third class, 20; fourth

h class,

My Baking

Call and see it.

cause last Thursday, Nov. 1st, by the Michigan

Grand Haven, Grand Rapids, Holland and
Market day in Drenthe last Wedne^Mu8kegon| Mich . Pirril tlaH8( 40. 6econd

comfortable

!

-

Sowing Machines,

Lake Shore and Michigan
office an improved Wilkerson Dental
this
aide
of Chicago on the Michigan j^utbeVn, the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and
chair? The chair is one of the best that is
manufactured and it is quite an acquisition Central. We understand that two trains Ibhicago and the Chicago and Grand
collided resultingin a terrible loss of life; J Trunk railways: Chicago to Ferrysburg,
to the doctor’s office. His patients can

winning

CHINA TEA SET
Powder

of this delay was an accident fifteen miles fcenlral, the

now have work done and

will stand a chance of

an elegant

Imade, accordingto the Chicago Times, on

:08 o’clock in-

Every person purchasing
Baking Powder at ray store

EO. T. McCLURE,

with pneu- sea of gloom aud mud on which disconsoWorks than monia and was quite sick for a few days. late mortals were attemptingto pilot their
begin to We are happy to state, however, that he is ships until the coming of to-morrow.

has passed by and we Bayfield, Wis., came home

are no nearer having

Dn. B. J.

B.HBROLD.
Iollakd.Mich., April fi, 1688.

weather, and that the world outside was a

between Ashland and

Is running

CROCKERY
always on hand.

The hunt for local news lately has bee
Chapel. Subject: ‘‘The
worse
than a forty year’s Journey in the
kindly reminded that we do not consider Perils of Freedom.” All are invited.
wilderness. About all that the average
that they are dishonest, but that if they
citizen knew was that he was suffering
Last
week
Friday
J.
Marion
Doesburg,
would pay us what is our due we' would
engineer of the steamer 8. B. Barker from the effects of the past miserable
regard it as an esteemed favor.
Hope

in

A fall sad complete line of

CALL AND SEE US

good subject for the under-

Constantine, Mich., will deliver a lecture

All of our delinquent subscribersare

White Goods,

Etc., In endless variety.

der of ihtogs ought to be reversed. Don

W.

7:30 o’clock, Rev. J.

Dress Goods,' Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

Don Henderson, of the Allegan Jour-

that

acteristic of

taken to Kalamazoo.

Another week

WYNHQFF,

B.

tlwaji find a well selected piockj of

will

telegraphers, returned last

retired.

Gbrkit

the store of

BOOTS & SHOES

Tuesday from
Office at Holland,Mich., N6v. 1st, 1883:
pected in Januhry.
a tilp to the East. Mr. Waring was presJohn Boegel, Miss Gurtea Shipper, and
Last Thursday Gen. Phil. Sheridan ent at the Newburgh Centennial and says Miss Jennie Scott.
Wm. Vkrbbrk, P. M.
moved to Washington and will perform that it was a grind affair.

W.

going bn In the stock of

at

and Seventh streets, and that he will move

into Hooeierdom.

The "First Church Case” has been argued and submitted. A decision is ex-

Tub

' it

HEROLD’S
-'-for your-*-

Mulder, pro-

Genuia# Cyclone

prietor of De Qrondwt, has purchased the

Abb Huokei, formerly
city, Is

We

Iowa, has relumed home.

In

DO BETTER THAN CALL AT

v

Wm.

British, $1,500. The business of the tan-

compare

you

prices.

Office and

shop on

Riosr Street,

near the orner of Tenth Street, *

Baamgartel, manages the affairs at

nery will, we understand, be conducted this station In a thorough aad systematic
hereafter on the premises of the "big tan- manner and the company sorely have in
him a valuable employee.

nery."
'

take pleasure in showing

our goods and like to have

R. K

ANTE USA SONS.

JAS.

HUNTLEY.

,

-4

-

• -

Holland. Mich.. Sept

29th, 1881.

Holland, May

27, 1988.

n-u

PITH AND POINT.

FIRST BATTLE OF BULL RUN.
Please forgive me for being that girl.”
But Mr. Greentree,without an- Incidents of a Memorable Fight— The Death The mania for adulteration is so great
Sooner or later the storms shall beat
other word, bounced from his chair and
of Mrs. Judith Henry.
Orcr my slumbers from head to feet;
that you can’t buy a pound of sand and
tore out of the room. Zerelda sprang
Sooner dr later the winds will rare
The plateau on which the battle was be sure that it is not half sugar.
In the long grass above my grave.
to her feet. “I’d better begin packing at
fought on the 21st of July, 1861, says a
“Did the child die under suspicious
once," she said, with a serious face. “I’m
I shall not heed them whfcre I He.
late writter, had long been the peaceful
circumstances?”asked the coroner of a
Nothing their sounds shall signify;
sorry to have vexed him so much. But
home of a number of families, among witness. “No, sir, it did not. It died
Nothing the headstone’s fret of rain;
indeed it wasn’t my scheme at all. Mr.
Nothing to me the dark day’s pain.
whom were Mrs. Judith Henry, James under the back porch.
Townly 'and Will made it up between
Robinson, the Chinns, and two or three
Sooner or later the sun shall shine
them. They thought that if you knew more. The family of Mrs Henry conA little singular that passengers are
With tender warmth on that mound of mine;
not permitted to converse with the man
me you would—"
Sooner or later In summer air,
sisted of herself, a daughter, Miss ElClover and violet blossom there.
“And we do,” interrupted the old len, and two sons, only one of the sons at the wheel, notwithstanding h6 is
lady, laying her hand lightly on her
I shall not feel, in that deep-laid rest,
being then at home with his infant spokesman of the ship. — Boston Trail'
arm to detain her. “Don’t you do anyThe slanting light fall over my breast,
family. Miss Ellen Henry is still liv- script.
Nor even note in those hidden hours
thing in haste, my dear. You don’t unThe wind-blown breath of tho tossing flowers.
ing, an amiable and courteous lady of
“I have a bright prospectbefore me,”
stand Mr. Greentreeas well as I do.
the real Virginia type, and, though up- said the loafer. “You always will
Sooner or later the stainlesssnows
prove lovableand entertaining,to adopt her. Sometimes when he seems most angry
wards of 60 years of age, there is some- have,” remarked Fogg; “I don’t think
Shall add their hush to my mute repose;
Strange as It may appear, you had not been he is most pleased. I’m sure ho don’t
Sooner or later shall slant and shift,
thing almost ethereal in her form and you will ever catch tip to it. — Boston
gone more tlyin two hours when I met a
And heap my bed with the dazzling drift.
want you to go away.”
young girl who I think will suit you to a
manner which plainly tells tho visitor Transcript.
“Of course he don’t. Who said he
charm.
She
is
pretty,
of
cheerful
disposithat in her youth she was a lovely woSooner or later tho bee shall come
A young blood, afflictedwith a hortion, toleraWywelleducated, and naturally did?” asked the old gentleman, entering
And fill the noon with its golden ham;
man. She is an intellectualwoman, rible stutter,enters an English pharSooner or later, on balf-polsed wing,
very clever; Is an orphan and (her grand- the room hastily again. I’ve just sent
The bluebird’s warble about me ring—
mother and only relative, with whom she a telegram to Will telling him impor- well informed in all that goes to make macy. “I wa-wa-want,” says he, “some
lived, having died three weeks ago) homeup the American lady, and has been for
Ring and chirrup, and whistle with glee,
lesa I have simken to her about your wish, tant business calls him here. That’s many years the social center of the p-p-p-pills of ip-ip-ip-ip — ” “Hurrah!”
Nothing his music moans to me
cries the impatient clerk, and the blood
and she is perfectlywilling-nay, anxious— another name for you, my dear— imporNone of these beautiful things shall know
neighborhood. At the time of the batto come to you. And I am sure her com- tant business. Not as pretty as either
flies.
How soundly their lover sleeps below.
tle her mother was 85 years of age and
panionship will add to your happiness, and
—Harriet F. Spofford.
of the others, but we’ll find a fourth
“I declare !” exclaimed Mrs. Tidnice,
help you to forget the disobedience of your
an invalid in bed, not able to be removselr-willednephew. Anyhow, receive her before we get through that will suit you ed from tho house, and it was around “I never saw a girl like our Sarah
as a summer guest for my sake, for I loved best of all— Zerelda Greentree. How
drs. Henry’s house that the fury of the Jane. I worked almost two hnll days
and lo?t her mother; that is, she married do you like that?”
Wanted—
Daughter,
first fight raged hottest all the long on her new bathin’ dress, and don’t you
the other chap. Faithfullyyours,
“And I shan’t have grandchildren the
James Townly.
summer day. Then, close to Mrs. think, she got it wringin’wet the fust
least bit strange aftei all,” said Aunt
“An actress, sir? Never!” said Mr.
Mr. Greentree’s face brightened as Tamasin, a bright smile lighting np her lenry’s door, fell the Confederate Gen- time she put it on !”
Philander Greentree in a voice tljat
he read this note. “There, my dear,” dear good old face.— Harper’s Weekly. eral Bee and Colonels Bartow and
Elderly philanthropist, to small boy,
mAde .the windows rattle in their
Fisher; right in her doorway Griffin’s
he said, handing it to his wife, “Townly
who
is vainly strivingto pull a doorframes.
jattery was lost and retaken three times
— he always was the best and most rebell above his reach: “Let me help
And “Never” echoed his meek little
Out of Money.
in a hand-to-hand fight, every one of the
liable old chum a fellow ever had— has
you, my little man.” (Pulls the belli)
wife, hut in so faint a tone that it didn’t
To be out of money in a country gunners being killed at the guns before Small boy— “Now you had better ran,
already found our daughter. For this
disturb in the least the fly that was sitgirl will certainly please ns, being where scarcely a native, much less a it was given np. No pen can describe or we’ll both get a lioking !”
ting on one of the pretty white puffs on
heartily approved of by him. Pretty, foreigner, can find anything to do to get the frenzied madness of the scenes
John Quincy Adams made it a rule
her dear old head.
his bread, is a serious matter, as the there enacted, as regiment after regiclever, and cheerful.”
“And if you persist in being in love
to
be on time to a minute, and in this
“Yes, so he says,” said his wife; “but reader can judge. Bayard Taylor in ment came to the support of the guns,
with the young woman, you must cease
way he lost hundreds of valuablehours
his
young
and
enterprising
days
went
determined
never
to
yield
them
to
the
he needn’t have called poor William
to be an inmate of my house,” shouted
waiting for other people. A man who
bad names, for all that. And I won’t through Europe living “from hand to Federals. Tyler and Hointzelman and
Mr. Greentree. “And if you marry
has been waited for is always more
give her the boy’s room. There’s so mouth,” and occasionally he found him- Hunter, with their divisions,were in the
her, by heavens ! I’ll scratch you.”
fight from daylight till 4 o’clock in the welcome.— Defroif Free Press.
many trousers and boots and base ball self in such a dilemma.
“Yes, we’ll be obliged to scratch you,”
An exchange sighs for the good old
Some
readers
will
remember
his
stoafternoon.
and fishing things in it, that couldn’t
added the old lady as mildly as she had
days
when they “blew a horn for dinbe of the slightest use to her, and ry of his predicament at Lyons, when a
Men went forward in the intense heat
spoken before, looking at the same time
letter (long waited for) came, with of noon to grapple for half an hour with ner.” The exchange can have all that
would only be in her way.”
as though it would be utterly impossible
“Do as you like about that, my dear,” money in it to replenish his empty the foe, when their places would be diet it wants, but for us a little iced
for her to scratch any one under any
rejoined Mr. Greentree,who, to tell the pocket, but with fourteen sous postage filled by others, and they would fall tea, chicken and vegetablesfit the comcircumstanceswhatever. Not that they
truth, was secretly pining for the dis- due on it ! and he was forced to contrive back into tbe shade and die of mere plexion better.— CaW Pretzels Weekly.
meat scratching in the common sense
carded one, and anxious to have some a stratagem to borrow a franc of his exhaustion, their tongues protruding
There are some girls so awfully nice
of the word; scratching the young
young life in the cottage ; “but see that landlady before he could get the and their faces black as charcoal. The that they will not dance with a fellowman’s name from his uncle’s will was
the room she is to have is got ready -letter.
young, the brave and the good of our in a ball-room if his hair sticks up on
the punishment they threatened.
He relates another incidents of simi- ‘country lay in their blood on the field, tho back of his head. Tho same girl
immediately, for I shall telegraph to
“And I’ll never give you a penny,”
lar straits,
the city of Florence, while wounded horses galloped madly may bo seen at the age of 31 looking in
Townly to send her at
;
thundered Uncle Philander.
And he did. And the result of the while his two traveling companions over them, screaming with terror and seven different directions for a husband.
“Oh, William, flfnk of that!— not
telegram was that the very next morn- were gone to Leghorn to procure the mad with pain. The band’s were scatFather to his frora-the-nniversityeven a penny,” said Aunt Tamasin.
banker’s tered about the field, some attending to back-returning-son—“Well, thou hast,
ing Miss Zerelda Ardemann made hpr much-needed cash upon
“And I’ll adopt a girl— I will, by
best courtesy to the old lady and gen- draft
the woun.vjd, others seeking to of course, no debts?” Son— “Three
heavens !” the old man went o?, grow“They were to lie absent three or four hide in the thicketsfrom the storm of thousand marks” Father— “What!
tleman who wanted a daughter.
ing more and more angry every minute.
days, and had left me money enough to
“No more ungrateful boys for me. An never were an elderly couple so live on in the meantime, but the next shot and shell which was raging all* 3,000 marks?” S6nr-“Well,art thou
quickly and entirely bewitchedby
around. Thus the hours wore on. net proud that thy son so great a credit
And she’ll marry to please us, and her
any fair maiden as were Philander and morning our hill for washing came in, Here were nearly 30,000 men toiling in hath ?”• — Translatedfrom the Omnibus.
children shall be our grandchildren.”
Tamasin Greentree by this same violet- and consumed nearly the whole ef it.
the work of butchery, while the Sab“My dear boy, consider,”entreated
“I don’t want no rubbish, no fine
eyed, golden -haired, sweet-voiced, pret- had about four crazio (three cents) a bath day was passing and their friends
the old lady. “How dreadful, how very
sentiments, if you please,” said the widday left for my meals, and by spending at home were engaged in the worship
ty Zerelda Ardemann.
ow who was asked what kind of an epidreadful, for us to have strange grandAnd as day followed day, and werik one of these for bread and the remain- of God. Miss Ellen Henry never once
taph she desired for her late husband’s
children.”
followed week, she became more and der for ripe figs (of which one crazie left the bedside of her aged mother,
tombstone. “Let it be simple. Some“Uncle and aunt— I suppose I must
will
purchase
fifteen
or
twenty),
ant
more dear to them. She went through
though the house was pierced by hun- thing like this: ‘William Johnson, aged
call yon mother and father no longer,”
the house from morn until eve, warb- roasted chestnuts, I managed to make a dreds of bullets, and in her anxiety for
75 years. Tho good die young.’ ”
said the young man, slowly and firmly
ling like a bird, and when evening came diminutive breakfast and dinner, but her parent all fears of her own safety
— “I am truly sorry to vex you, but I
“Alligators,” writes Dr. Henshall to
was careful not to take much exercise, seem to have been lost. The house was
have plighted my faith to Miss Field- she sat at the old-fashionedpiano and on account of the increase of hunger.
the Forest and Stream, “may be parsang the quaint old English ballads
situated on the high level of the field,
brook, and I cannot and will not break
As it happened, my friends remainei and Griffin’sbattery was near it, carry- tially tamed.” This statement cannot
that Tamasin used to sing in her youth;
it. She is an actress, but as good and
while Philander,brave in swallow-tail- two days longer than I had expected, ing death and destructioninto the Con- induce us to attempt the domestications
lovely a girl as ever trod the earth—
ed, brass-buttoned blue coat turned iind the last two crazie I had were ex- federate ranks. This was the center of of alligators, however. It is the part
sweeter and lovelierthan any girl it has
that cannot be tamed that would likely
the pages
the music with pended for one day’s provisions.
the fight, and on this devoted battery
been my lot to meet. And if you would
gentle hand. She tripped lighly I then decided to try the next day was concentrated the fire of tho Con- to chow you up sometime when you’re
only allow me to bring her here — ”
over field and meadow every day, and without anything, and actually felt a federate artillery,as well as the atten- not looking.
“Bring her here !” repeated his uncle,
culled the loveliest of wild flowers, curiosity to know what one’s sensation tion of both armies. This, indeed, was
“By Jove!” exclaimed Adolphus,
stamping about the room in his rage.
which with a grace that was her own would lie on experiencing two or three the key to the whole position, and when stroking the capilliary suggestions on
Here, where your mother— I mean your
she arranged in vases and shells, and days of starvation. I knew that if the this was lost the battle was irretrievably his superior lip, “the fellows say that a
aunt Tamasin— has lived in quiet, vir
whatever she could find to hold them, feeling should become insupportable,I lost. More than 600 men lay dead at 3 mustache hides the expression of a
gin— I mean quiet, holy— I mean quiet
until each room looked like a fairy could easily walk out to tho mountain o’clock on a square of two acres of follow’s face, and they’re all going to
ness and peace, sir, for nearly half a
of Fiesole, where
fine fig-orchard ground. It was an open field, and a shave before taking part in our theatricentury ? How dare you even think of
And many a beautiful poem she re- shades the old Roman amphitheater.
square, hand-to-hand,well-contested,cals.” “How fortunate!”was the symsuch a thing, sir? An actress capering
But the' experiment was broken off at
peated with rare skill in the gloaming,
pathetic reply of Julia, “you won’t
stand-up fight.
around these apartments! Good
bringing the happy tears to the eyes of its commencement by tbe arrival of the
haw to shave, will you?”
Mrs.
Judith
Henry
was
killed
in
her
heavens!”
her delighted listeners. “Ah! if ‘Will absent ones, in the middle of the folbed by a shell which burst in the room
“’Twouldn’tbe exactly right, WilIiIItTH-MARK3.
had only made her his choice 1” the old lowing night. Such is tho weakness of and mangled her most dreadfully. Her
liam, you know,” said aunt Tamasin.
Born In Boston,
lady would say to her husband at least human nature, that on finding I should
Too much brains;
daughter and son both escaped un“I never was a caperer, and at my time
not want for breakfast. I arose from
Born In New York,
a dozen times a day.
harmed
almost
at
her
side.
The
house,
of life I don’t think I could get used to
All for gains;
“By heavens! if he had,” that impul- bed and ate the two or three remaining which was almost a min, has since been
Born in Hartford,
one, I don’t, indeed.”
gs,
which
by
a
strong
exertion
I
had
All for races;
sive individualwould say, “he wouldn’t
torn down and rebuilt. The grave of
“Oh, you dear, funny old mother—
Born in St. Louis,
aved from the scanty allowance of the
have waited long tor my blessing.”
Mrs.
Henry,
on
the
west
side
of
the
Famed for bent;
auntie—” began Will, with a smile, but
The summer passed pleasantly,very dayBorn in Chicago,
yard, with the monument in front of
encountering his uncle’s wrathful eyes
Tho world to beat;
pleasantly, away, and the advent of authe house, gives the place a sad and
and frowning brow, he grew serious
The Sunday«School Picnic.
Bom in Milwaukee,
tumn found Mr. and Mrs. Greentree
Go to the bad, sure;
desolate appearance. The rough headagain, and said : “Well, if you postiveIt is a glad picnic party. The SunBom in Indianapolis.
more in love than ever, if that were posstone
has
been
removed,
and
a
tombly refuse to receive Eva, I suppose we
Past water-cure;
ay-sehoolhad gone out into the leafy
sible, with tlieir charming guest.
Bora in Richmond,
stone with this inscription placed where
must part. I am very, very thankful
orest.
The
dark
object
in
the
heavens,
“And do you think you would like us
Handsome, yon bet;
she is buried
for all you have done for me since I
Bom in A^iitehall, ,
well enough to call us father and moth- '800 miles wide and 8,000 miles wide, is
Handsomer yet;
was left a fathenlessand motherless
The grave of our dear Mother,
er, and to promise that when you give a cloud. It got to the woods as soon
Bom in New Orleans,
Judith Henry.
boy ; but give up the woman I love for
as
the
picnic,
and
is
there
yet.
Under
Never backs out;
your whole heart to some one else you
Killed near this spot by the explosion of
a thoroughlyunreasonableprejudice
Bom In Cincinnati,
he
great
oak
you
can
see
the
dinner.
shells
In
her
dwelling
during
the
battle
on
will not forsake us?" asked Mrs. GreenOften flooded oat;
of yours I cannot and will not. And
the 21st of July, IWl. When killed she was
Bora In Philadelphia,
tree of Zerelda one sunny September The large winter-proof wound in midin
her
85th
year
and
confined
to
her
bed
by
so good-by. Uncle, will you shake
Proud of- one’s birth;
dle of the table sullenly laughing at the
day.
infirmities of ago. She was the daughter of
Bora in Yonkers,
hands with me?"
storm is a fruit cake. The teacher of Louden Carter.Sr., and was born within a
Owns all the earth
“I know I conld— I know I do,” an.“No, I won’t,” replied Mr. Greentree,
he infant class made it herself for tho mile of this place. Her husband, Dr. Isaac
Bora In Fall River,
swered
the
girl, emphatically. “But
brusquely.
Bound to advance;
ittle ones. But the storm saved them, Henry, waa a surgeon in the United States
I have a confessionto make to you that
Bora In Memphis,
Navy, on board tne frigate Constellation,
“Aunt, will you let me kiss you?”
iee, the lightning struck the cake. It
Kills at a glance;
commanded by Commodore Truxton. one
“Of course I will, my dear boy,” said I fear will turn you from me.”
Bora In Peoria,
will never strike anything else. There of the six captains appointed by Washing“My
dear,
it mupt be somethingvery
Rich as a Jew;
Mrs. Greentree, “And if you change
stands the cake, without a dent, and ton in the organization of the navy, 1794.
Dora in Buffalo,
terrible
to
do
that.
But
make
it
at
jonr mind, come Iiack to us directly.
under the table, shattered and blighted,
Will beat one’s way through;
This estimable lady, who had spent
Je start for GreentreeCottage
in a once, and have it over. Philander! ies the thunderbolt.Under the cedar
Born In Detroit.
~
here a long life, illustratedby the
Is A Number One,
iew days, you know, and I shall keep Philander! Zerelda has something to jree is a dying dog. He got in the way
Bora In Providence,
graqes that adorn the meek Christian,
tell
us
which
she
fears
will
make
us
;your room ready for you there all sumLoves a good pan;
and the superintendent felled him to was now bed-ridden.There she lay
love her less. Please come and hear
Bora in the land of the sunny clime,
aner.”
he earth with one blow of a biscuit. amid the horrid din, and no less than
Will ne’er lack ’‘taffy’*at any time.
“No, don’t, auntie, dear,” kissing her it.”
Thettall figure wrapped, in the ghostly three of the missiles of death that —Chicago Telegram.
Philander
dropped
the
newspaper
he
mot once, but three or four times, “for I
drapery of a water-soaked linen-duster, scoured through her chamber inflicted
«hall not change my mind, and perhaps was reading on the porch, and stepped leading the way to the cars, is the
A Darlington Society Note.
wounds upon her. It seems a strange
being one of the prettiest rooms in the into the dining-room through the open teacher of the young ladies’Bible-class.
dispensationof Providence that one
Miss Honora Daubigne has just comhouse, my room may be chosen by your window. Zerelda stood in the center His influence with that class is gone
whose life, so gentle and secluded, pleted a portraitof her father in oil.
of
the
room
with
drooping
head,
but
as
adopted daughter. And I hope from
forever. The young ladies will never should have found her end amid such a It would have looked more like the old
the bottom of my heart that she may soon as he entered she tossed back the be able to look at him again without
storm of hnman possions, and that the gentleman, and wonld have, smelled inspend as many happy hours there as I Kttle ringlets that tried to shade the thinking how he looked on this occahumble abode which hod witnessed her finitelymore like him, had she worked
have. Good-by. Good-by, fath— uncle.” brightness of her eyes, placed her two sion. Up in the hickory tree you see a
quiet pilgrimage should have been the portrait in whisky. Still, as a work
Bnt Uncle Philander answered not little hands in the lace-trimmed pockets grief-stricken face peering down. It is*
shattered over her dying bed.
of art, it is a very valuable painting.
hv look or word, and as the hall door of her dainty apron, danced lightly the superintendent. He climbed np
Yet, amid such terrors heaven vindi- Thirteen dollars’ worth of tube-colors
across
to
where
the
old
couple
were
closed after his nephew, he exclaimed
there to fix the swing, and before they cated its laws. When tho combatants were used in its construction,and the
again: “An actress! By heavens ! the now* seated side by side, and said, in a conld throw him the rope the storm
had retired the aged suffer was still frame albne cost $45. The hair wart on
boy’s gone mad, and I wash my hands voice fraught with innocent cheeriness
came up and the picnic adjournedsine alive, and she lived long enough to Mr. Daubigne’s cheek is omitted in the
“After all, what I have to tell isn’t so die and sine mora. And he is waiting
.of him forever.”
iay that her mind was tranquil and that portrait, and the right ear, which was
“Don’t say forever,”begged Aunt very bad. I have amused you both for the last straggler to disappear beshe
died in peace— a peace that the bit off in a fight down at the red bridge
Tamasin. “Forever’s a long time— a since I came here, haven't I ? And
comes he comes down. He has offici- roar of battle and the presence of ten years ago, has been restoredby the
Very long time, Philander.And, oh can go away at once if yon wish me to ated at Sunday-schoolpicnics often
death panoplied in all his terrors had magical touch of the accomplished
dear 1 howr I shall miss him! Such a go.” And then, dropping gracefullyon enough to know better than slide down
not disturbed; ---------------artist. The nose of tho subject,also,
good child as he has always been ever one knee, and folding her hands in a sheelbark hickory tree before an
has beefi toned down, beiflg treated in
since he came to ns fifteen years ago! pretty entreaty, she said : “Please, sir, audience. The man with an umbrella
At the Dentist’s.
pale lakes, instead of Vermillion. To
and
please,
ma’am,
I
am
an
actress,
ani
Better in some things even than you.
under his arm is the treasurer. He is
“Doctor, you have pulled out. all the get at the true sonlfulness,the tout
Philander; for you know you always my stage name is Eva Fieldbrook. getting drenched, but he does not raise
ensemble, tbe immortal intellectual
good
teeth and left the bad ones?”
say bad words when I lose my specta- But all that your friend Mr. Townly his umbrella. He knows there is a
“That’s so, but I have a reason for it. ohiaro oscuro of Daubigne’snose, it
told
you
about
me
is
true.”
cles, which he never did, but looked for
name painted in the inside of it, bnt for
“An actress!”exclaimedMr. Phil the life of him he cannot remember There is always plenty of time to take would have to be treated in the lake of
ithem time and again with the patience
out the bad ones. As for the others, brimstone, if there is such a color. As
•of an angel.” And taking off said spec- ander Greentree.
whose name it is. He is watching his
thev would have finished by becoming a work of art, however, the portraitis
“Eva Fieldbrook !” said his wife.
tacles,she proceeded to lose them once
chance to give the umbrella to
bad and would have given you trouble. one of which our city may well be
“Then
you
are
the
girl
that
Will
more bv laying them on the back of the
stranger.—Burimcrf on Hawkey e.
A false set will never bother you— and proud. It can be recognized by a
_________ jey dropped to the floor, began the old man.
“That Will—” repeated the old lady.
In Pere Hyacinthe’schurch the dea- besides, it’s fashionableto haye them; glance at the name of the subject,
behind it, where, with the dreadful“de“That
Will—
the
same,”
replied
cons'whopass
the plate say “Thank they don’t wear anything else nowa- which was neatly lettered on the frame
pravity of inanimate things," they reby Stepladder,the sign painter.
daysT— French Paper.
mained snugly hidden, while she wept Zereid*. demurely, still kneding. you” to those who contribute.
silently in her large lemon-verbenascented silk handkerchief. ,
A few days after Will Greentree bade
them “good-by" the old couple were installed for the summer season in their
comfortable county house, Greentree
Cottage. And to Greentree Cottage
came, before they had been there a
week, this note from one of their oldest
and most intimate friends
New Yobk, June 30, 18S3.
My Dear Tamasin and Philander— You told
me, you will remember, Just us you were
leaving the city, that you would like to receive into your home this summer some
young girl— the more friendless the better
for your purpose—with a view, should she
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Neglected.

An

Rescued from Agonising Death.

anthor’t.own e8tiraa*e of his

work
comparative value of his

—and

of the
different performances— is almost never
the best one, and is oftem curiouslyunreasonable. Milton always wondered
why people did not rank “Paradise Be-'
gained” above “Paradise Lost,” as he
did; and Sir Walter Scott would prob-

ably remained merely a poet, in
own chosen literary province,but

his

New York.— Mr. James

White, 1552
Broadway, formerly chief instructor in Dickels’ Biding School, in this city, said to a
newspaperreporter: “ I broke mv shoulder,
arm and elbow, splitting the socket in fonr
parts. Rheumatism set in, and I employed
the best physician. He tried everything,
but I grew worse, and at last he said: ‘ I
have one more thing to try, and if that fails
nothing can give yon relief, and that is St,

for

_ _

SCHOOL TEACHERS.

Rheumatism,dlsonlercdblood, general domany chronic diaeawi pronounced

Mllty, and

ncurable, are often cured by Brown's Iron
Bitters.
^

ra^aw”

Mr. H. L. Bofxi, principalof the High School

ALLEN’S

r.t

Poquonock. Conn., nya in relation to a matter which
given 1dm much anxietyand pain : *My wife and

haa

lD 118816 0Udrep6ntat~your father-

I

have both used Hunt'a Remedy,and find it really a

Lung Balsam!

superior article. A year or no ago my kidney* became

Free to All MlnUters.

weak and alugglah,owing to a revereatraln. and find-

I will give two bottles of Warner's White
Wine of Tar free of all costs to any mini*- ing reliefIn Hnnt'it Remedy I continued ita uae until
ter who will send ns art order from his ttore- 1 had used four bottlea, when I became well. Since
keoper for two dozen bottles of the t-ame.
my rare I have auggeated ita oae to a great number

people,who I know have been benefitedby ualug
it” And to anatantiatethla statement, Mr. H. 8.
Clark, auiitaut superintendentof the High School,

_

own

COUGHS, COLDS, GROUP,
Mmdlth, Pralbt,

Dr.

rf ('Iminnall, w«* itouf lil
to u- in ik* i ut •tog**»r

•M«apU*eand

wa> InkU Mtndi to try .
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In the ancient burying ground

at

purified his

blood, and

Rlngwonii.
East Roxford, Mass., there is avcurious My brother is a victim to a humor which brings ringtomb, which is visited by many people worms all over his face. He is using Hood's Sarsapain the course of a year. It is the tomb rilla, and alreadyis so much benefitedthat his eyes
are no longer affected.He will continueits use till he
of Gen. Solomon Low, who was buried feels fully curedr-L. E. Howano, Temple, N. H.
in 18G1, at the age of 79 years. It was
Rheum.
My little boy was so badly afflictedwith a humor
designed by himself, and has on either
that we had to mitten his hands to keep him from
side of the entrance two handsome rubbing the sores, which itched and discharged a
matter.Before he had finishedone bottle of
white marble grave stones, erected to watery
Hood s Sarsaparillathe sores were healed.—L. J.
the memory of his three wives, who are Clbuemt, Merchant, Warner, N. H.
Hood’s BarsapariUa.
also interred here. On each stone are
Sold by Druggists, f : six for $5. Prepared only
carved pictures of his wives. The first by C. I. II 00 DA CO, Apothecaries,Lowell.Mom.
two are represented with their children
The Science of Picking Pockets.
around them and infants in their arms.
“Pickpockets are a class of thieves
who must be especiallyfitted for the They are sitting in antique chairs with
straight backs. The two wives repbusiness,” said a headquarters detective
resented on the second stone are sitting
to a rq>orter. “They go through a
iu modern rocking chairs, beside a
course of instruction, as a general thing,
center table on which are books. The
and learn it as a child learns to read.
fourth wife is still living. When the
But no instructorswill accept as a puadjacent ground was used for a muster
pil anyone with short, stumpy fingers.
field the tomb was plways opened for
It. requires for picking pockets— just
ono day, and the General’s regimentals
as it docs for playing the violin— long,
lean, flexible and even sensitive fin- were exhibitedthere, in accordancewith
1

directions in his will.

gers. ”

“Do you mean to

say that there are

regular instructors in the art of digital
appropriation?”
“Oh, yes; all experts who have reduced it to a science. • Some of them
who are advanced in years, or otherwise incapacitated for active work on
their own hook, devote all their time
to instructing thieves and putting up
jobs for them. It is a peculiarprofession, and requires peculiar talents, as
well ns peculiar surroundings and circumstances, to make it a success. The
pickpocket out of a large city, ceases to
be a great artist, and in a poorer town
or a village, would degenerate into a
mere burglar, or even become honest
or prosperous.The pickpocket never
commits violence, as the footpad,the

.

1

burglar, or the garroter does. Ho performs his work unostentatiously,
unob-

even say delicately.
He is a judge of character, too. He is
a sort of detective in his way, knowing
at a glance the kind of a man whose

trusively— I might

The Want

of a Reliable Diuretic

Which, while acting os a stimulantof the kidneys, neitherexcites nor Irritates them, was
long since supplied by Hostetter'sStomach
Bitters. This fine medicine exerts the requisite
degree of stimulation upon these organs, without producing Irritation, and Is, therefore, far
better adapted for the purpose than unmedlcatted exciunta oft«n resorted to. When we consi Jer that the kidneys and bladder share in 1mIjortancowith the bowels, as the sluicesor outlet* for the refuse matter of the system, the
necessity of sustainingtheir activity becomes
apparent. The kidneys act as purifiersof tho
blood, and when their functions are interfered
with through we ikncss, they need tining. They
Income healthfully active by the use of the Bitters when falliug short of relief from other
sources. This superb stimulatingtonic also

_

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Lumbago, Backacho, Htadariie,Toothache,

Dirac

15 to

$20

mil

I

.

T>ATTERN LETTERS (metallic) to put on pat“Rut Up” at the Quult House.
X terns of castings.H. W. KNIGHT, Seneca Falls,N.Y.
Tho businessman or tourist will find
firs

of $: and f&J.O

a daily danger in his mode of
life, which, no doubt, has attractions
for the adventurous. He goes forth
with his liberty-.inhis hand. He lives
in the face of danger. He sees com-

The Conductor.
Conductor Warren, of Winona, Mina,
fays: ‘1 used one bottle of Warner's White
Wine of Tar Syrup when I was so hoarse I
could not speak above a whisper, and in
twenty-fourhours it cured me. It is the
panions and friends perpetuallystruck best remedy I ever saw. ”
off the roll of gentlemen-at-large. He
A Rough Joke.
knows not when his own day of doom
It's kind of rough to be troubledwith affecmay airixc.”— Chicago Neivs.
is

S66
uv tree. Aaaraas u. muonr

You ng
Circularsfree.

Wm. C. Dim*, M*rrhwtl,of Bowlln| (ireen,
V*., write*A|iril 4, IMI,
that be wnoto ui to know
tbit the Leaf Balaam haa
rand kh matkar *f Cm*
ramplWa,aftor lb* phy.
•Wan bad (Irrabar up
Inrarabla.It* i*yi ether*
knowing bn nee hate
takenthe Baliam and been
rured. He tktoks all an af-

u

flictediboald glra

It

a trial.

A man may

>g

Scrofula
Evil, twin
bad breath to
biliousness and
resolvent and matchless
It drives tiick
like the

&r

_

man

is

a veritable,incorrigible “duffer.”

_
_

and

Stream.

_

_

Advance Step In Dentistry.
Havana, Cuba.— The most popular dentist

of this

member of

city, Dr. D. Francisco Garcia,

the Koyal University,states that
of troublesome neuralgia,arising from the teeth, his patrons ore recommended to use St. Jacobs Oil, and the most
satisfactorycares have followed. It is a
specific for toothache,earache,bodily pains,
and proof againsthousehold accidents.
in all cases

ache.”

Any raw

recruit

preparing an essay ou cheek.

*

Pure blood helps to moke a

clear con-

science. Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifles the
blood. Enough said, fiend ns a big bottle.

A true aunt dyes not like her favorite
nephew to be a truant.
Pimples, pustules,and all skin disorders
are cured by using Samaritan Nervine.

O
N

•bilk

An an Expectorant

It

haa no Equal.

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS,

00 A YEAR

!
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STORY PAPER
Tear

Tear
Tear

written
the
beet author*,and
printed
plain
typo, forty-eight
in every
comi
lasue. AKsshiot
foi
_jr
Ladles, and
Puzzle and Quizzing
foi
the
Folk*.
Every yearly aab-

Tear
Tear

bciok.

Tear
Tear
Tear

copies

free.
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The Dr. S.

Richmond Hal

Co.,

I|1 Um* In time. Hofe by druggists', g!

.

Or. LaFIEUS’ FPEHCH
Grow*

MOUSTACHEVIGOR

brard o n the amoothret tore to 20 day* or
refunded. Never fall*. RraUa receipt o'ffiO]
lump* or »U»er I iMCkagoa for |l._Sewnrtof * boo
koop
Imitation*;nooo otherfenulne. Sand fur circular.
, Addreta,T. W. SAXX.box 12. Wanaw. lad. V. S. A.
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Fine New Organs,

(75

particuUrs

write

SHd’i Tiapli of Vuie,
136

BUto St, Chicago.

T

ION.

(12)

ccyn tl Cfl FOR OUR NEW Common-Srnne
OLnU wliUU Curprt Mtretchvr. Agents waatt-d
in every County to Hera re territory now.
B. WATERMAN A HONS. Taber*, Oneida Co., N. Y.

l^lgmoiiry

CON SUMP

Prope,

2£o.

St. Toaiwplx,

sss.

PISO S CURF. FOR

For testimonialsand circulars rend stamp. ' ^

$75

Reward!

$25
We

will pay the above reward for any ease of Rbettoroatlsm or Neuralgiaws can not cure. We can relieve
any case of Diphtheriaor Croup inatantty.The J. E.
Gardner
and Navy Liniment will relieve paia

Army

and BorrnMs and remove any unnatural growth of
bone or muscle on
on man or beast. Large Dottles |1 1
small bottles 80 cento,
nto. Will refund the money for bof
failure.For sale

b;

ARMY AN naWEIniment

CO..
01 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

iff

^

AN OPTICAL WONDER and
^ boalneaa

©

PATENTSPATENTS
prRNOUp^YD
BOUGHT

Bend Sketch or Model.
or
SOLD. Look experience. Bend Stamp for Book.
A. W. MORGAN k 00. Patent Attorneys and dealers
iu Patents. P. O. Box, 74). Washington, D. C.

CatarhH
---

ely-b

and entree

and

myattfle#

Mukhay Hill

Pub. Co.! Boa

W. jTy

THIS

enrenlar
Ely! N. Y!
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#*^?*I4%ELASTIC TRUSS

CREAM BALM
when applied by the
finger Into the noHtriln,
wfll be absorbed, effect-

ually cleansing tho

Auk for It. DR.J.

head of catarrhal vlrui,
toe Btnito W held aeemnty tar nod nqbt, ami a refllanlrare
cauainif healthy secretala. It to toey, darabto and aheap.Seat by mall. £ireala!»
tions. It allays inflammation, protect the
Eggleston Trail Co., Chlotgo,.tll»

*"•

m piooay a

new

membrane of tho nwal
passages from addi-

nf
Xauior nyarem of

UDrsasCutting KOOUI *C0,CtoetoaaU,0.

tional colds, completely heals the sorea. and
restores sense of taste

and smell.

NOT A LIQUID or

^

900

A

MONTH AND HOARD

HNUFF.

for

threg

TO SPECULATORS.

of
Chicago.

R.LIKDBLOMACO.,N. O. MILLER *co»
A
SAT Chamber
Commerce,

Oft

Broadway,
New Ycoik.

’

GRAIN

PROVISION BROKERS*

Mm

SHaMiii Organs.

ft
Members of ill prominentProduce Exchanges la
relieve. A IMorwoh
treattnent iclll cure. New York. Chicago.Ht. Louis and Milwaukee.
We have exrluaiveprivate telegraphwire betwts*
Agreeableto nsc. Bend
fordrenlar. Price SO ccnts.br mail or at dragglHto. Chicago and New York. Will execute orders on out
Judgment
when requested.Bend fof circulars rontali*
ELY BROTHERS.DruRgiats,Owego. N. Y.
Ing particulars.BOBT. LINDBLOM It CO., Chicago.

A

few

application’!

CHICAGO
SCALE
CO.
8T08 WAOOI
MS. STOS, |M.
SCALE,

.4

Ton

ffiOO,

Brain Box Inclndrde
FBUe
&c.

SOOOTUZR Bixxa. KeSsaMrSICS LUT

FORGES, TOOLS,

New

IllustratedCatalogue (40 pp. 4to)

new

roaez bads rot uont wokk, tit, for season of 188S-4, including many
Anvil and Kit of Taala. ffilO.
styles : best asKortmentof the best and
ranaenaare11m aa4 masty Mag stMjlha.
Blowers. AnvlD. Vices a Other Article!
most attractive organs
have ever ofAT L0WK8T F SICKS, WUOUSAU A UTAH. _

but
40

lb.

we

Lay the Axe
to the

Root

If you would destroy the can-

kering

worm.

For any exter-

nal pain, sore, wonnd or lameness of man or beast use only

MEXICAN MUSTANG UNIMENT.

II

fered,

DR.HORNE’S ELECTRIC BELT
.

expelling all inflammation,
soreness and pain, and healing
the diseased part as no other
Liniment ererdld orcan. So
salth the experience of two
generations of saffererg, and
so will yon say when yon hate
tried the “Mustang/*

Win

and

at lowest price*, $22 to $600, for

cash, easy payments or rented. Sentfreo,

cure Nervountres,

Lumbago, Rheumatism. ParMASON A HAMLIN 0R8AN AND PIANO CO.
alrato. Neuralgia.Rotation,
Kidney, Spine and Liver
dinases, Gout, Asthma .Heart Ronton, 151 Tremont fit.; New York, 46 East 14th
Ht.; Chicago, MB Wabash Ave.
ane, Dyepepala. Coni'llon. ErvafpeU*.Catarrh,
____ f, Epllcpey,Imnotcncy,
No. 44— 83.
C.N.U.
Dumb Ague. Prolapfua Uteri, etc. Only adeatlflc Electric Belt in America that sends tlw Elect ridty and mag*
^auvkktihekAj
nettom through the body, and can bo rechargedin an in- yf HK^wRjnr
aunt by the patient. Rend Rtamp for Circular.
l>n W.4. II ORE E, feveator,101 Wabash Av..Chlcago, In this paper.
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THE HARD-WORKING MAN.

penetrated all mns-

cle and flesh to the very bone,

_

I

Subscribe at Once.

HICKEY, Proprietor,Bristol. Tenn.

____

can write about face by

Ohio, write oa
of the cure of Matthias
Freeman,a wall-knowa
ettiaao, who had bran afflicted with BraarMthfa
IU wont form for twelve
year*. The Lung Hal.am
cured him u It hu cured
many other* of Bras*

Maltof.

IT-BeUabl* when all opiates fall.-**
Refreshes the mind and Invigorates the body.
Cures dyspepsiaor money refUndcd.-^g
tyEndorsed in writing by over fiftythousand
Leading physiciansin U. 8. and Enrope.*¥g
Leading clergymenin D. 8. and Bnrope.'d
Diseases of the blood own it a conqneror.-W
For sale by all leading druggists.|l.C0.^* _

'

There may not be much music in a horse,
But at the traps he can break ten glass
balls straight, or kill the live birds but he generallyknows when he strikes the
keen-oat.
sprung from a trap as often as any
Ernest Reese, of Hannibal, Mo., says:
other gunner in his vicinity* — Forts t
“SamaritanNervine cured me of sick head-

T

Contains uo drasticcatharticor opiates.

___

_

Wm. A. QrakamA CoWholaial* DruggUtt

Zaaairilla,

Address

Kills

BROS., Janesville. Wia.

excel in trapshooting

_

S

Is tuuvnlfNM to thn most dsllcatn child t II
contMliis no Opium Iu any form 1
Recommendedby rkyilrinna,Elnlatan nnd Unman. In fact by
every l»>dy who hu gtren It • good trial.It Nn«ar MU to Bring

Cores ngtv blotches and stubborn blood sores.
Cleanses blood, quicken* aingglah circulation.
Eliminates Boils, Carbuncle* and
sod
cores paraljila.
Y es, It is a
and healthful

The Blood Would Run— For five years I
and yef never become anything of a
was a great sufferer from Catarrh. My nosfield shot; it is not in him. There are trils were so sensitiveI could not boar the
men whoq neither trap work nor field least bit of dust; at times so bad the blood
work can ever make crack field shots. would run, and at night l could hardly
breathe. After trying many things without
We have frequentlybeen out shooting benefit
I used Ely’s Cream Balm. I am a livwith a friend, whose company we value ing witness of Its efficacy.Peter Bruce,
most highly ; he has a large fund of Farmer, Ithaca,N. Y. (Easy to use, price 60
woodcraft, is a close observer,and as cents.)
full of ardor as any sportsman we ever
So Tennyson is going to write a poem In
knew. He has followed the dogs day honor of John Brown. A kind of sequel to
“Idyls of the King;” “Idol of the Queen.”—
in and day out, tramped hundreds of Bouton Courier.
miles in pursuit of woodcock, grouse
Fairfield, Iowa.— Dr. J. L. Myers says:
and quail; fired no one knows how u Brown's
Iron Bitters Is the best Iron preparamany thousands of shots at the birds. tion I have ever known In my thirty years of
The total amount of game actually practice.” _
brought to bag by him in the last ten
A young lady cal s her bean “honeyyears comprises two ruffed grouse and tuckle,” because > > la always hanging over
one woodcock— and there is every the front railings.
Joplin, Mo.— Dr. J. B. Morgan says: “I
reason to believe that the grouse were
killed by accident As afield shot this Dnd that Brown's Iron Bitters gives entire
satisfaction to all who use it.”

n

LIU BALSAM

ALLEN’S

tpedjle for EpUeptic
and Falling
' y relievedand oared,
of
of disease sod sickness.

gttMS

.

tion of tho scalp, Isn't it?" said a sympathetic
Pittsburgher. “ Yes, was the laconic reply,
"dandruff,” but Carbolinewill smooth itout.

Men
VALENTINE

m uo* Portland,Ms.

PAINLESS EVE WATER
ins few boars. Gives NO PAIN.
A.

N

llCnO* cure your children, (ret It at Dragglat. Sic.

Colorado has no “Sleepy Hollows,” but
has plenty, of material for suchaplnee. Its
TYOARDING School for Oirla. Address Helen Magtla.
mountains are full of Can-yawns.— /’Mdwrgh jDi>h.D..UowardCol]egiatelust., W .Bridgewater, Mass
Telegraph

only
*ar Also for

For

4jron"*- (Tba GreatWorm Derlrorn.) Will

pronoui.ird
lira*
r»kU by tb«lrr.hv.Mtn,
wkra tb* UM of 'Allta's
Lung b ill i
ratlralf
«mr*d tnr. H>«rtt«tbal
be and hU neighbor*think
It th* but msdkla* to Ike
world.
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Trap and Field Shooting.
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rrwher*. Fifty Canton botlia.
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fever.*®*
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germs
Young
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promptly
A
$1.00 Sample
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Changes
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$1.00
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nv THE WEST.
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LADI

-class accommodationsat the low price
per day at the Gault House,
watch is likely to be solid and valuable, Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.
and not belonging to the order of flashy Tins far-famed hotel is located iu the center
jewelry. • Long experience has made of the citv, only one block from the Union
him about as good a judge of the value Depot Elevator; all aopolnmeuts firstH. W. Horr, Proprietor.
of things ns a jeweler or a pawnbroker.

There

iteKMEin
FOR. AI3XT-

Jrnmlth Wright, M
Oonotv, W. Ve..

MnUe

CONSUMPTION.
P

blemishes disappeared.

all

c
o
U

w^MEVERFAILL^

your course ever since I got acquainted
with you, ten years ago, and I suppose
I am one of the few people who have
read everything you have written.”
“What!” said Taylor; “everything?”
"Yes, sir; everything I could lay ray
hands on.”
“Then,” said Taylor, “perhaps you
will tell me what you think of my new
poem, ‘Lars’?”
“What!” said the man; “do you write
poetry ‘>n— Harper' a “Drawer”

—

THAT WILL CURE

of

Jacobs Oil.’ I used this great pain reliever,
and am able to use my arm, free from all
rheumatic trouble.I have also recommended the remedy to a number of people, and
in every case they have been speedily and

Mensman’s Peptonized Beep Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing its entire nutrluouRpropertie&
It ooutalusbloodaaya: "lean certify to the value of Hunt’a Remady,
making. force-generatingand life-sustaininghaving received a great benefit from ita use. My
properties;Invaluable for Indigestion, dystrouble* commenced twelve yearn ago, when my
pepsia, nervous prostration,and all forms
effectually cured. "
kidneye became afflicted with inflammation of the
of general debility;also, In all enfeebled
paMogee, but tho timely uao of ao valuablea medicine
conditions,whether the result of exhaustion,
A Word to the Boys.
arreatedthe dleeaee. I can now cheerfullyrecomnervous
prostration,
over-work,
or
acute
flattery in more than ono amusing inAshamed of work, boys— good, hard, disease, particularlyif resulting from pulmo- mend it to all eufferlngaa 1 waa.”
stance.
honest work ? Then I am ashamed of nary complaints. Caswell, Hazard t Co., May 81, 1883.
Bayard Taylor never fully reconciled you— ashamed that you know so little proprietors,New York. Bold by druggists.
Thla moat remarkable atatement waa made by Mr.
himself to the vocation of a prose- about great men. Open your Roman
Frank B. Lee, clerk tn the office of N. Y. 0. <t H . K . R.
Sticking,irritation,inflammation, all Kidney
writer. He believed that the world history now, and read of Cincinnatus. and Urinary Complaints, oared by “Uuchn- R., little Falla, N. Y., on the 8th of June, 1883.
Mr. Leeaaya: "My father haa boon troubled for over
should have demanded nothing of him On the day when they wanted to make Paiba." $L
twenty yean with revere kidney and bladder dlreaee,
but poetry. Concerningthis he used him dictator, where did they find him?
Ir a cough disturb!your slfop, take Piso’s
eufferlngthe moat acute pain when urinating.He
to tell a good story at his own expense :
became ao bad that he waa obliged to give up all bualIn the field, plowing, what about Cure for Consumptionand rest well.
During his last lecturing trip through Marcus Curtius, who drove Pyrrhus
neat. Hie condition waa auch that hia urine would drop
That husband of mine is three times the man ho conatanUy,and he waa obliged to uae a rubber bag, the
the Western States he was the guest, in
out of Italy ? Look him up ; you will was before he began using Wells' Health Renewer.
weaknere waa ao great He ueed many klnda of media small city, of the Chairman of the lectfind him busy on his little farm. The
without deriving any benefit, until he waa urged by
ure committee, a self-satisfied and great Cato — you havo surely heard of First effectual, then good to take, then cine
one of our druggtate in Little Falla (Mr. Skinnvr)to use
cheap— Piso's Cure for Consumption.
prosperous citizen,who met Taylor at him ; how he rose to all the* honors of
Hunt’a Retfledy, aa be had known of Ita being ueed in
the train, and carried him homo to his
many cases with great success.I purchased one bottle,
Don't
die
In
the
house.
"Rough
on
Rats.”
Clears
the Roman state. Yet he was often
and he commencedusing it and ha waa ao Improved
finely-furnished house. While seen at work iu his field with the slaves. out rate, mice, flies,roaches, bed-bugs. 16c.
that he got along without the rubberbag. He used in
waiting for the evening repast, the well- Scipio Afrioanus,who conquered HanLadies A children’s boots A shoes can’t run all twelve bottlea,and it haa entirelycured him. Fattier
fed chairman said, with manifest pride,
nibal and won Carthage for Rome, was over If Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners ore used. is ilxty-two yean old, and we consider It a moat wonderthat probably Mr. Taylor did not re- not ashamed to labor on his farm. Luful cure, and cheerfullyrecommend Hunt'a Remedy to
Wells’ “Rouon on Corns. "-ibc. Ask for It all afflictedwith kidney, liver, or urinary troubles."
member him. No. Mr. Taylor did not. cretia, one of the noblest of Roman
“Why,” said the Chairman, “you were matrons, might have been seen many a Complete, permanent cure. Corns, warts.bunlnns. All the evidence publishedIn regard to Hunt’s Rem
edr can be relied upon ; It la tree In every particular.
here in this town ten years ago this very day spinning among her maidens. BetHUMORS.
month, and stopped with me, as you ter even than the example of noble RoTlie animal fluids of the body, when poorly nourare stopping now.
mans is the advice of the wise man : ished, become vitiated and cause eruptionsto appear
Mr. Taylor professedhis interest in “Whatsoeverthy hand lindeth to do, on the skin. They are objectionable from their disthe important fact. The Chairman, do it with thy might.” Better than figurement and vary in character from a constant
glancing around on the chromos, the this, even, are the beautifulNow Testa- uneasy sensation to a positive distressand severe
pain. Hood's Sarsaparilla
corrects the derangement
new carpets, and the glitteringw hite ment* words: “Not slothfuluess in busi- 'of the functions,enriches the fluids, puriflesthe
walls of his Iwme, said :
ness, fervent in spirit, serving the blood, and changes tho diseased condition to one of
"Yes, you see I have been prospering
Lord.” There! After this you will healthand vigor. Pimples.
since then. Yes, the world has been a
feel ashamed not to work.— Exchange.
HaUTOBD Flthn, of New York, had so many pimples
pretty good place for me. It has for
and blotcheson his face that he was ashamed. He tried
you too, Mr. Taylor. I havo watched
Curious Tomb.
variousremedies without effect.Hood's Sarsaparilla

/the fact that “Byron’s success drove him
from the field.” The refusal of the
public too like their poetry better than
their prose has chagrined a good many
able, but to ambitious writers, and disappointmenthas dashed the spice of

A GOOD FAMILY REMEDY!

He

was a liard-working man, and for a good many years he had been
working twice as hard as any man ought to work.

He

said he had a splendid constitution,and that he could stand it
forgot that as years passes on the waste of the system is mud|
greater than in youth, while the repair of it is less.

_

_He

He became

*

weak, debilitated, nervous, and despondent He regarded
and said he had worked himself into an untimely

grave.
the future with dread,

*

But he was not taken to the cemetery at all, _ Instead of that, a good
friend brought him some Brown’s Iron Bitters.
He began to pick up strength. That was what he wanted. Brown’s
Iron Bitters enriched his failing blood and put new life into him. It toned
up his digestiveorgans so that his food began to nourish him and do him

»

good. Most

heartily does he

recv.nmend Brown’s Iron Bitters. it

Woman

This spooe to »M«nr«d Ibr the
Christian Temperance Union.

W.

-
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The Eleuinft of the Lord,

Who cun

NOT BEING ABLE TO

®. Pinion.

Uu Holland Cltv Jftic*:

For

NEW FIRM!

it

Makoth

filch.

Have just received

new stock of

a

6L0S1 OUT MY ENTIRE STOCK.

fail to rejoice at the seeming

prosperityof our infant city. While

have added

I

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

a large line of

new and seasonable goods, such as

whole towns have been devastated by
flood and tempest, our place has been

which they will sell at the lowest prices.

steadily improving. However gratifying
this

may seem, It

CLOTHING, OYERCOATS, DRY GOODS,

Highest market prices paid for

is not an evidence that

HATS AND CAPS. BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC.

the blessing of the Lord will continue to
rest

upon if and ita inhabitant*. As

wo

said we are not a nation of infldsls, and
is

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

it

not without reason that we are called a

. Christian nation, however little we

law

the appellation.God's

Give us a

merit

I

Call!

is placed in

our bands. We are not ignorant of Us
requirements. We

know

that its teach-

ings require a tender regard for our neighbor, even ns for ourselves. We
so,

know

with the

difliculties

life, that it is

fitted to

contend

1888.

which

EL BOOETEJ,

and temptationsof

shield him. That in bis path are no gins,

known

push with his horns should be

to

shut up or put to

we should like Job, care

have everything

bottom

figures.

UiETIDEI^WIEAK,.

in the line of

Underwear that any person

could desire, and I will sell at remarkable low figures.

On Market

Street,

near Eighth.

for others as well

as ourselves. “I was eyes to the blind,"
said the righteous man, “and feet was I to

which I knew
not I searched out." Can we doubt that
such citizens would fail to draw down a
blessing on any city. Our city is daily
the lame,’’ “and the cause

becoming more attractive,but

New

The oldest established Stable in the city.

AK,.

HOSIERY,

death. If wc wish the

blessing of the Lord to rest upon our city,

the

I

That the or that was

I will dispose of at

WE

EER,

TJET

our duty to befriend and

snares, or pits.

AND GENTS’

LADIES’

,

al-

from its teaching, if our neighbor be

not by nature as well

At the store opposite the “ Oily Mills."
P. PRIN8 '& CO.
Holland, March 28
8-ly

have a large and very elegant stock of

Give me
I bare the newest and best

a call, learn prices,

and inspect my goods before pur-

In this

with thfe finest hones and carriagesfor funeral

city,

chasing elsewhere.

purposes, which I will furnish

as cheap,

if

E. T- EE-A-iR/IRIlsr G-TOIST,

not cheaper

than any party In this city.

H.

let it not as

Jerico of Hie), have a curse lurk-

HEARSE

BOONE.

Hollikd, July 28th, 1882.

h

25- tf

o l l

u, xxxoh:.

a. nsr

ing within its streets that will, with the

withering hand of death destroy its sons
and daughters. A worse curse threatens

which prostrated
Hiol. Death is not so terwhen it visits us in its natural way;

our borders than that,
the family of
rible

but

when

every particle of humanity

Rheumatic f&MLAtl

crushed out, and man made in the image
of

God, becomes assimilated

of fallen angels, then
change

is

nature

to the

is it terrible.

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

This

brought about by the use of Al-

cohol. The weaker beverages, beer and
cider, lay the foundation. By

RHEUMATISM CDEED. SCROFULA CURED. NEURALGIA CURED.

them your

RocnwTKR.N. T. Apr. 6th, ’83 Port Byron, N. Y., Eeb. *), ’82.
RAewnalicSyrup Co. :
Ocnt*— I have been a great RheumaticSvrup Co. :
I hid been doctoring for three
anffererfrom Rheumatism foraix
years, and hearinirof the aucceaf or four years, with diff.rvnt phy
good citizensif they never become dijpnk- of Rheumatic Syrop l concluded siciana,for scrofnia,h* -ome calto (five ita trial in my own case, led it, but found no tvl ef until I
ards.
and I cheerfully say that 1 have commenced taking your Syrnp.
been greatly benefited by ita aw*. After taking it a short time', to
M. S. V. 0.
I can walk with entire freedom my surprise, it began to he p me.
(To be Continued.)
from pain, and my general health Continnlugit*use a few weeks,
I found myself aa well as ever
ia verv moch improved. It ia a
splendidremedy for the blood As a blood' purifier, 1 think it has
A Blessing to All tfankindn j equal.
and debilitatedaystem.
E. CHESTER PARK, M.D.
MRS. WILLIAM STRANG.
In these times when our newspapers are
flooded with patent medicine advertiseManufacturedby RHEUMATIC SYRUP 00., I Plymouth
ments, it is gratifying to know what to
procure that will certainly cure you. If
you are bilious,blood out of order, liver
inactive or generally debilitated,there is
nothing in the world that will cure you so
quickly as Electric Billers.They arc a
ABOVE ALL
blessing to all mankind and can be had
for only filty cents a bottle of H. Walsh.

sons and daughters acquire appetites,
which unfit them to fill their place as

m

sought the Signal

X

ushtRunning

Officer and said:*

I

yer.

want’s yer ter gin

“1 have nothing to do with

“Aintyerde man what

me

de

it.”

REWHOME

has charge ob

de weather business!”

“Yen."
“Wall, yer’s de man I wants. I has

Avc., Rochester,N. Y.

9Q

Vegetable

Sicilian

HAIR RENEWER
was the

first preparation

dat I needs it powerful.

perfectly adapted to

naturalcolor,growth, and youthfulbeauty.
It has had many imitators,but none have so
folly met all tho requirements needful for
the proper treatment of the hair and scalp.
Hall’s Hair Rexeweb has steadily gromi
In favor, and spread its lame and usefulness
to every quarterof the globe. Ita unparalleled success can be attributed to but on*

The
tries,
its

“The Government does

not grant pen-

sions in such cases."

“Wall, de storm was

in de

guber’ment

“That makes no difference.”
dis ’stablishment of you'n is a
an’ take

down yer

flutter wheel business an’ quit deceibin’ de
culled fokes. It takes a man so long to
unerstan' dis Ncwnited States dat he'll die
wld ole age ’fore he gets nutbin’ outen it."
- -Arkansas Traveler.

sfffii

Dyipepsia in its Wont Form Cured.
Wolcott, N. Y. Sept. 25th, 1882.
Rheumatic Syrup Co.:
Geats— I think U my duty to recommend your Syrup for Rheumatism,Dyspepsia and Sick Headache. I have been
troubled with Dyspepsia for several years;
have tried every remedy recommended,
COartd physicians have failed to give me any
relief. Had to be very careful what I ate,
(30 UMION SQUARE. NEW YORK)
for I was almost crazed with pain after
CHICAGO, ILL.meals. And for tea years or more have
been a great sufferer from Rheumatism.
ORANGE, MASS.
It finallysettled all over me. The pain
was so severe I could hardly endure it,
and conld not move; was confined to my
bed, and I was completely discouraged.
Meyers, Brouwer
(Jo.
Finally my husband thought I had better
DEALERS IN
try Rheumatic Syrup. AS a last resort, I
told him to get a bottle. I had no faith
Sc
in it, ttyi ^ was compelled to do something,
for I could not endure the pain. I commenced taking it, and in a short time it
began to help me. Have been taking it
Guardian’s Sale.
six weeks and am now doing my own
In the matter of the estate of Victoria Wolten,
housework, and can safely recommend it IsabellaSawyer, Arthur Sawyer, Vlnnle Sawyer,

•SEWING MACHINE

----

effort

for

introduction.

The nse for a short time of Hall's Hair
wonderfully Improves tho personal appearance. It cleanses the scalp front
all imparities, cares all humors, fever, and
dryness, and thus prevents baldness. It
stimulates the weakened glands, and enables
them to push forward a new and vigorous
growth. The effects of this article are not
transient, liko those of alcoholicpreparations, but remain a long time, which makes
its use a matter of economy.

FURNITURE

COFFINS

HOLLAND, MICH.

Rheumatism or

THREE TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between OHIOAQO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,
via the

famous

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.
A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond,Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Payette,
and Council

Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolisand Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Fast Express Trains.
For more detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, at
well as Tickets, at all principalTicket Officesin the United States and Canada, or of

BUCKINGIAM’S DYE
FOB TUB

R. R.

WHISKERS

CABLE,
Manager,

Is

PREPARED BY

Hue,

N.H.

Sold by all Dealer* in Medicines.

DRY GOODS,

the Loss of

I

and

Y

dSW
SflK

the best remedy, because the
most searchingand thorough
blood-purifier,
Is

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Sold by all Druggists

;fl,Mx bottles,|6»

NEW FRESH

GOODS

A. P.

ry

STEGENG

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

is

complete and we

sell

at bottom figures

cheaply, privately and radically. This lecture will
prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope,to any address. post paid, on receipt of alx cents or two

P°8U¥hE C^LYEdRWELL MEDICAL CO./
41 Ann 8t., New

York

N. Y.j PostofflcoBox 450.

m MIMA not,
sweeping
go and
ri| Ru H dare before yon
something
U Ml \ I mighty and enbllmo leave bon N_aW hind to conqner time." 60 alife is

oy,

die,

CluBlCtllNUnAinUttujhUic.

BUTTER and EGGS.

County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, and farther
describedas the undividedone third of the west Especial attentiongiven to collecting We will pay market prices for Butter and
Trial proves tbet honesty Is the best half of the west half of the aontb east quarter of
Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,
claims. All business entrustedto
policy in medicine as well as In other eectlon flO In town 6 north of range la west, OtSeeds, etc., etc.
me will be faithfullycared for.
things. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a genuine tawa Coc Ur, Michigan.

Sltf

A. P.

Guardian of aald minors.

hiseot

atorrbcea induced by .elf-Abnae,Involuntary
RmiMlona, Impotency,Nervous Debility,and Impedimenta to Marriage generally; Conanmptlon,
Epilepsyand Pita; Mental and PhysicalIncapacity, Ac.-By ROBERT J. CULVKHWELL, M. D.,
As we have just started in busiuess in author of the “Green Book." Ac.
The world-renowned antnor, In this admirable
this city, we have oo baud
Lectnro, clearly proves from his own experience
that the swfni consequences of Self Abuse may
be effectuallyremoved wltbonldangerous surgical
operations,bougies,Inetramonts,rings or corof the best quslity, and we will sell 'them dials; pointing ont a mode o( care at once certain
and effectnal, bv which every safferer, no matter
at current market piices.
what his conditionmay bo, may care himself

NOTIONS

D

7w

hum

CROCKERY.

Scrofulous, Mercurial, and
Blood Disorders,

Any one

prepamtion,an unequaled blood purifier,
decidedlysuperior to all others.

or

and red cal cure of Seminal W.aknoM,or Sperm-

Onr stock of

troubled with either ot
those dreadful diseases can be cured by us- vember, 1883,
eald day. at the boose situated od the west
ing Rheumatic Syrup. I know it is a sure
half of the west half of the soothfastquarter ol
cure for either. Any one is at liberty to section 89 In Georgetown, Ottawa Uonnty.Michcorrespondwith me in regard to the merits igan, pursuant to licenseand aoti.oritygranted to
the on the 10th day of beptember. 1883, by the
of your wonderful medicine.
probate court for the County of Allegan. State of
Yours respectfully,
Mlcbigan,all the right, title, and estate of aald
minor* in or to that place of land sltoaie In the
Mrs. A. 0. Hanchett.

Paee’r Ag’t,

A Lecture oa the Nature, Treatment

GROCERIES,
FOB ALL THE FORMS

A

MANHOOD

'-^dealers in~-*CO.,

m

l cmi

trouble.

HALL S

Cen’l T’k’t

CHICAGO.

Will change the beard to a natural brown,
or black, as desired.It produces a permanent
color that will not wash away. Consisting of
a single preparation,it is applied without

H. F.

ST.JOHN,

E.

Vlce-Pres't A Oen’l

&

sia.

It le familiarly called, offers to traveler* all the advantages and comforts
Incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points.
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEOANT DAY GOAOHE8 j a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR OARS ever built | PULLMAN’S
latest designed and handsomestPALAOE SLEEPING OARS, and DINING OARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FIND8T RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and In which superior meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE GENTS EACH.

As

Rexewer

an’ I’se a citizen."

sab. Go up dar

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”

proprietors have often been surprised

where they had never made an

R%

intermediate.The

at the receipt of orders from remote coun-

I was blowed

•gin a tree by a storm."

as a sure cure for

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Being the Groat Oontral Lino, afforda to travelers,by reason of Ita unrivaled geographical position,the shortest and boot route between tho East, Northeastand
Southeast, and tho West, Northwest and Southwest,
It lo literallyand etrlotlr true, that its connections are all of the principallines
of road between the Atlantic and the Pacific,
By Ita main line and branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Balls, Genoese, Moline and Rook Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Muscatine,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield,Dot Moines, West Liberty,
Iowa Glty, Atlantic, Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council BiufTa,
In Iowa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, In Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atohleon In Kanaaa, and the hundreds of oltlea, villages and towns

cause: the entire fulfilment of its promitet.

been crippled an’ want’s a pension, ’sides

“Den

ralgia. W.B.LIIASK

oesefol restorer of faded or gray hair to ita

I want’s

papers.”

fraud,

cure of rheumatism and neu-

enre diseases of the scalp, and the first suc-

a little business fur

a pension an’

have felt no pain since using the
fourth bottle. I think It the beat
remedy I have ever heard of for
purifying the blood and for the

A

A Fraud.
A colored gentleman

Fairfobt,N. Y., March 12, ’83.
Rheumatic Syrup Co. ;
OBirrs-SInceNovember, 1882,
I have been a constant sufferer
from neuralgiaand have not
known what it was to bo free
from pain antll I commenced
the use of Rheumatic Syrup. I

COMPETITORS

i

“Got

WHO M UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OP THIS COUNTRY, WtU,
•El BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE

SYRUP.

is

STEOENOAp

Zkkland, Mich.

PETER BTEKETBB A
Hollaid, Mich., Jsly

If,

IMS.

CO.

RmiW

new.

I

week in yonr own town. $5 outfit free. No risk. Everything

Capita) not required. We will furnish yon
everything. Many are making fortones.Ladies
make as much as men, and boys and girls mike
great pay. Reader, If yon want bnaineaa at which
yon can make great pay all the time, write for
particulars to H. HAL LETT A CO., Portland.

